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Meningitis Risk Low: McWhirter
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clauses that require minority group
labor pool.

A spokesman for HEWs Office of Civil
Rights in Washington said yesterday that
a decision on whether to hold back at
least $2 million for the $25 million
-roject in federal funds was a "high
priority" matter, but would not predict
when the decision would be expected. A
regional HEW office had warned the
Construction Fund that its affirmative
action clauses for several key phases of
the building's construction were
inadequate, and, said federal spokesman,
the Fund nevertheless awarded bids to
four contractors.

Before accepting bids, contractors are
required to agree to take "affirmative
action" to insure the hiring of minority
group . members on the construction
project. Anti-poverty and civil rights on
campus and across Suffolk County have
repeatedly charged that the University
has permitted construction on campus by
firms and trade unions that maintain
discriminatory hiring practices.

A spokesman for the Construction
Fund, however, claimed that affirmative
action clauses in existing contracts were
adequate, and said, "We have no reason
not to award the building." He added,
though, that "there may be further
negotiations" with federal officials. "We
can't jeopardize a whole project for
something like a simple disagreement.
We're saying, 'Yes, we have the claus;'
. . .we'll be underway," he continued.
The bulk of the building costs are from
state funds.

The physics-math building, now in the
foundation stage, is rising in a site
roughly between the steel framework of
the under-construction graduate
chemistry building and the
Co s -Security complex near Kelly
quad. The federal funding in question
involves contracts for electrical, beating,
and plumbing work on this structure,
which will be the largest edifice on the
main campus.

Trustees Manl

HEW officials in New York said these
stages of the project are "the heart of the
construction in terms of dollars and the
variety of the people and jobs involved."
Although critics of construction hiring
practices agree that the unskilled labor
pool representation of minority groups
has increased, they claim that non-whites
sre still being excluded from the
higher-paying skilled crafts such as
electrical work and plumbing.

Also threatened by the HEW action are
federal funds for the proposed Fine Arts
Center and the multi-million dollar
Health Sciences Center now under
construction. The Health Sciences Center
is already facing the prospect of a
cutback or delay in its development
because of State austerity measues.

The Construction Pund's decision to
. coatinue 11 Adii 1111 1» lljn 11 ihl"'

e nmplex was sharply fcritiized by
member of -ivil rights organ o
yesterday. Kenneth Anderson, a member
of the Suffolk Human Rigts Commission
and the Minority Coalition, which has
been pressing for more construetion jobs
for non-whites said, "It's another case of
politics and monument-building being
more important then people.

jARTISrS RENDRING of the physics-math complex Wd surrounding ptaza. rederai
officials we blocking funds for the project, now in initial stages of construction
because of alleged bias in building hiring practices. courtesy University Rlanfing Office

Health Service estimates, have flooded
Ithe infirmary building fearing that they
could catch miningitis. Although it was
,only communicable for 30 hours, nurses
have given penicillin or sulfa drup to 20
;people who had contact with her that

1week. Her boyfriend, Michael Traister,
Isaid that she had not attended classe lst
1week. Commend Traister, "ths
overcaution and hysteria is for no reason.
I've had contact with her, and the
infirmary didn't find it neceeary to give
penicillin to my suitemates - so why is
Ithe campus paiicicing?"

I

The infirmary defined contact with
Miss Weisenfeld as those who have had a
prolonged stay with the person "eating,
sitting in her room, sleeping, etc." It
recommended that if students develop
symptoms of thick discharge from the
nose or throat with a fever, they should
go to the infirmary. In addition, it
advised students not to eat or drink from
the same utensils or smoke from the same
cigarettes or pipes. Virginia Froehlich
commented "this statement led to rumors
that the campus will be quarantined. This
is fakse."

People can harbor the meningitis
bacteria in their bodies without it
actually causing meningitis. The disease is
only apparent when the bacteria
circulates through the blood stream.

The Suffolk County Board of Health
announced that there have been 15 cases
,of meningitis in this country during the
Imonths of January and February, and all
Icases have been unrelated.

dease cues an inflammation of the
tie around the spinal cord. However,
MLWbirter add that "she is past the crisis
stae and we fee sbe is on the way to

nooeiy."

As a precautionary azure, Kdly
Quad baa -- ed all its programs for

week and Yarpo's will be ckoed; the
Hero Inn, and the Pit will remain open.
MIcWhirte emphasized that tse have
just been protective es, ad
students should not panic. He added that
the only time the disease was contagious
was once symptoms have developed
which was in this case on Friday and
Saturday.

As a precautionary measure, Kelly
Quad has cancelled all its programs for
one week and Harpo's, the Hero Inn, and
the Pit will be closed. McWhirter
emphasized that these have just been
protective measures, and students should
not panic. He added that the only time
the disease was contagious was once
symptons have developed which was in
this case on Friday and Saturday.

During that time she was in ner room
and then was taken home so she did not
come into contact with many people. The
seven people who were with her have all
been treated. McWhirter commented that
in addition to direct contact with Min
Weisenfeld, the person has to have a
certain amount of susceptibility to the
disease in order to contract it.
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HEW Job Bias Charge
Won't Halt Construction

ByNED STEELE

While federal officials review a decision by a regional Health Education
and Welfare office to withhold U.S. funds for the under-construction
graduate physics-math complex, because of alleged job discrimination in
building trades, the State University Construction Fund said Wednesday it
would continue work on the project-although HEW officials say the
Fund is violating federal law by failing to provide "affirmative action"

representation in the construction

By MARSHA PRAVDER
Following a release by the University

Health Service saying that a student bete
had contacted meningitis, Health Service
Director David McWhirter o d
that the "risk of another ewe is low or
null Everybody who has had contat
with her has bee notifie by the
infirmary and given peiHllin or xuffa
drum.

The student, 20 year old Efleen
Wiesenfeld, a senior in Guthrie CoeF, is
seriously ill in Kini County hospital The

date Fee Vote
student would be required to pay at
regitration, although students with
financial hardships would be allowed to
register pending review of their situation
at a later date.

Campus presidents will review student
government budgets to determine if
allocations and disbursements meet
Trustee policies, and review boardE
composed of four student government
appointed members and four chosen by
the campus administration will also look
over proposed budgets.

The Trustees also outlined programs
that can be supported by a mandatory
student fee, and they include "programs
of cultural and educational enrichment,
recreational and social activities, tutorial
programs, intramural and intercollegiate
athletics, student publications and other
media, assistance to recognized student
organizations, insurance and
transportation service related to the

:conduct of these programs, and
reimbursement to student officers for
service to student government."
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Statesman Presents.'.rok'
The first issue of the Statesman monthly magazine,

Grok, win appear in today's copy of Statesman.
The magazine will cover various topics of student

interest. The first issue contains stories about Europe,
voter registration, and people whose homes border on
the Stony Brook campus. Subsequent magazines are
being planned concerning the draft and campus life'
styles.

The magazine's coordinators, Statesman editors
Ronald Hartman and Caria Weiss, expressed that "we
hope that this magazine will further our attempts at
media experimentation and being an outlet for in-depth
creativity and analysis. Too often, Statesman is limited
in its coverage due to time and space elements."

-- ---- ------------------------------ -- -- - --------- The Henry James Pub
will be closed as of Sunday
nite, March 21st to effect
policy changes. The "New"
pub will re-open Monday,
April 1 2th.

.Henry James Collegue
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Own Bargaining Unit
By ALICE J. KEL-MAN

Students will meet Monday t discuss plans in
organizing a Graduate student assistant union.

The most pressing topic of concern for grad students is
what they deem the "'bread and butter" issue. This
involves the ability of the University to withdraw graduate
funds and assistantships at any time, thus not insuring a
graduate student of sufficient fiends to complete his
studies.

In addition to *e "bread and 1199 is in question. "How
butter" issue, graduate students would we be forced to react, if.
wOh also to be guaranteed a say a strike of 1199 is called?" a
tenureship, that is, no student grad English student asked.
can have his teacher amistantship
withdrawn without due cause. Bu atl Polfty
As well, grad students are UJJ W S or
dissatisfied with the relationship
between faculty, Administators A
and themselves. One physics Ma y isband.
grad student remarked, "They BUFFALO - The present
(faculty) don't seem to care Polity system of governance
much about a bargaining union, would be scrapped and replaced
they feel will enable them, as Aby a representative Assembly if a
one Bio student remarked to proposed Student Association
"have certain power by which constitution is approved by

photo by Robert F. Cohen wec gain power." State University at Buffalo
There are several alternatives undergraduates next week.

f 9_^ _ _^ _ _ _1 Sin organizing the union; grad | The proposed constitution
rsnrS~ffll ivfstudents can organize- alone, calls for replacement of the- .Os e AI Oorganize under Local 1199, the present Coordinating Council

-Drug and Hospital Workers and Polity by an Executive
eliminate the idea of a student Union, or under the American Committee and Student
leader and replace him with Federation of Teachers.Assembly. Any group of 4<
committees working in t h e As far as organizing alone, the undergraduates with a commov
students interests. Doehate graduate students are at interest could send one
sees the entire body as a ,somewhat of a loss regarding representative to the Assemblz
functioning, expedient goup of funds tacticsetc. If the graduate under the proposed govemnanoc
representatives of the varousstudents form a union under plan.
nterests present m the 3Local 1199, then the grad Officers in the . proposed
university.students' position with regard to >government - elected annuall)
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'by all undergraduates - are the
same as under the present
constitution.

In addition, three special
"statutory offices" are provided
for - Office of Student Rights,
Public Information and
Elections and Credentials.

The proposed constitution has
liberal provsons for recall of
officers, coordinators, and
assemblymen, as well as for
initiating referenda.

The plan would replace a
"town meeting" system of
governance, instituted in 1968,
which allowed every
undergraduate -to attend and
vote at Polity meetings. Except
in times of crisis, Polity meetings
have been poorly attended since
that system of government was
adopted.

MCy MM uM raCcuICy sente goes cnrougn.

Polity Alternative
By DAVID L. ROE Rang Planning, and Student

A proposal that would replae Affaic. Representatives on each
Polity and the Faculty Senate panel constituent would be from
with a system of committees has the same as the central but ratioF
been introduced to the Faculty 11 vary depending upor
Senate Executive Committee. function. Aspiranta to position;

Trhe proposed system would on any of these standing panel
have a Central Committee with would hae to rsent a petitiol
members from each of the with their s to the Centra.
constituents of the academ Co ittee, who would then
community: faculty, se from among the
underduates, graduate. applicants.
Administration, CiC D,
n o n - p r o f e ssi o nals, and Dosecate Autbor
professional non-teachers. These
representatives would be elected Phil Doesschate, the author of
by each of the constituentthe proposal, said that "Senates
groups. -. in the past have been ineffective.

Five standing pnels wouldThe Senate of Polity i6
function under the -Central functionless." Of the Faculty
C o m m i tt e e: . n.venity Senate, be remarked "It's biggest
Admissions, Educatioa Policy.function is to exist." Ie believes
Academic Resources, Long that this proposed system would

Plagued By
BUFFALO-Rising crime,

vandalism and drug use have
prompted officials of the State
University at Buffalo to hire
argped uniformed guards to
patrol the campus' student
union, Norton Hall.

Members of the student union
staff have claimed that
harrassment has reached the
point where it was deemed by
the union's recreational director
Bud Manning to be unsafe for
them to work there. Dr. James
Gruber, director of Norton Hall
said his staff "did not relish this
action, but we had no recourse."

Officials emphasized that
many individuals of ill-intent,
known drug addicts and
particularly large groups of high
school students congregate in
the building's recreational areas.

J ff .

COCA SPRING SUNDAY
FILM SCHEDULE

Lecture Center 100 8 p.m.
European Film Festival

Marcb 29-Federico Felini'
"Juliet of the Spirits: stamrng
Giulietta Masino, Sandra Milo.

1965. 137 min. To be shown at
Sand 1O.:30p.m
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Admision $2

SUNY Buffalo Union
Vandalism
Many thefts have been reported
in this area.

Dr. Richard Siggelkow, the
university's Vice-President for
Student Affairs said, "What we
are talking about is protecting
life and limb. He added, "It is a
tragedy that hard core criminal
types can control 23,000
(persons)." He felt that there
may be "some hard core addicts
in the student body," but the
main source of difficulty
appeared to be from off-campus
persons.

Guards in the Buffalo union
would be hired from a private
security agency.

f5a ssttM
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March 26 & 27 '

The Callahans S.A.B Presents In Concert
> Sunday, April 1 1, at 8:00 & 11:30
zo in the gym (Students $1, Univ. Comm. $3, Public $4)
o

| Procol Harum
°- Seatrain
7̂

 Saturday, April 17
i_ in the gym (Students $1, Univ. Comm. $3, Public $4)
0

-| Steve Miller Band
T Don Cooper
Tickets will go on sale Monday, March 22 8:00 & 1 1:30

with

Humphrey Jones
plus

Arbuckle
rs open for reservations call:
.nn n-m_ 751-6668 A

W4 mw wi W- -aw
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The injunction orders that
any member of the Union is
"enjoined and restrained from
engagng in or organizing,
inducing or encouraging others
to engage in any work stoppage,
strike. . .or any other form of
interference with plaintiff's
(Prophet) operations."

.ILLEGAL: A court on as mood atI worker The injunction further state s
must end their 3 week old strike and report back to work or face t h a t t h e Unio n iss u e forthwith
punitive actiot photo by Robert Welsenfeld I notice to its members, officers

Five New Majors Approved
By STUART RABINOWITZ

The Arts & Sciences Curriculum Committee has recently approved five new majors,
and has changed major requirements in two departments.

One of the new majors approved this year is the Ibero-American Studies major. This
major covers Latin-American, Spanish and Portugese cultures. The other new majors
approved are an astrophysics interdisciplinary major, a Computer Science major and an
Environmental Studies major. The Committee also approved the requirements for the

and agents to effectuate the
provisions of this Order. . ."

Contempt of Court
Failure to comply with the

injunction constitutes contempt
of court, to which the judge may
levy a fine on the Union for each
day of resistance or utilize
Federal marshalls to open the
cafeterias, or both.

Union members at a
membership meeting yesterday
morning elected to resist the
injunction by an overwhelming
voice vote. Local 1199 President
Leon Davis had said in a Monday
afternoon speech that Union
officials were "committed not to
submit under any injunction."

Meanwhile, Prophet Food
Company sent out telegrams to
each worker on its rolls directing
them to "report to work at 8
a.m. at the Commissary on
3/26/71." Workers were also
advised in the notification that
"failure to report as directed will
be considired a voluntary
termination."

End Strike
The food company and

University offibis hoe said
that - they had received
indications from various sources
that many workers were not
eager to continue the strike.
Statesman personnel have not
been able to confirm these
rumors, however.

The two and a half week old
strike began when Prophet
Foods laid off 240 Union
members after State approval of
an amendment to Prophet's

contract with the University
which allowed them to close
down three of the five boarding
cafeterias and convert them into
cash operations.

biochemistry major.
Many academic departments needed for a Philosophy major

have undertaken extensive was raised from 24 to 31 credit
course revisions by adding new hours.
courses. The Philosophy The Art department changed
department is dropping about 9 its requirements also, primarily
courses and adding such courses in the area of studio work.
as Introduction to Metaphysics, Previously a student had to take
Phi 322 Philosophy of Modern an elementary, intermediate and
Physics, and Mysticism and advanced course in studio work,
Humanism in Western whereas now he can take as
Philosophy. Phi 395, Seminar X, many as 24 credits in one
another new course, will be an medium and with one artist and
informal seminar, which will need not advance beyond the
bring to focus the philosophical elementary level. It is also
interests that the students have possible to major in Art History
acquired. Neither the form nor and Criticism while taking no
the content of the course will be studio work.
determined in advance. In New political science courses
addition, the Philosophy include Comparative Political
department is maintaining a Analysis, and Political Cinema:
Philosophical retreat. This will Ideology and Propaganda. Pol
be a week-end, off campus, 253, New York State Internship,
gathering of junior and senior involves the student going once a
Philosophy majors and a week to Albany to work with a
philosophy faculty member, legislature.
where philosophical issues will Additional new courses in the
be discussed in non institutional social sciences, interdisciplinary
surroundings. In addition, the majors, include Methods of
required number of credits S o c i al Science and

SC Supports Statesman

In Machines Dispute
By NANCY CALLANAN

The Student Council in a Friday meeting voted to

reallocate funds to Statesman which were frozen last week

idue to a Polity Judiciary injunction. The Council also

elected to give Statesman managerial control and

responsibility over the typesetting machines which

Statesman rents with Polity funds.

Argo Zu"lo
photo by R. Sporer

Aiked yesterday what further
steps the food company intends

Hake, Unty Foud Servfe
Director Armando- -Zullo said
only, "the decisions are out of
our hands. Once the injunction
is signed, this is a matter
between the Federal government
and 1199." He did say, however,
that "We'll continue to attempt
to get into the cafeterias to serve
the students and also continue
to serve all the' papers (the
injunction) we possibly can to

arki _.15 i.-..- .__1,»

Interdisciplinary- Problems in
Social Science.

Selected Studies of Urban and
Environmental Problems,
Celestial Mechanics, and thysics
of Continuous Media are new
additions to the Physics
Department. Mathematical
Models in the Physical Sciences
I, II and Mathematical Models in
Social Sciences, were added to
the Computer Science and
Applied Math departments. The
Biology department has added
many courses including,
Microbiologrv Lab and Species in

TRANSCRIPTS MAILED: Attr a lons deay, the reistr s oonc Ms m ma Oux .*'0 , ac,
and transcripts. Officials blamed the delay on a shortage of workers, a flood of grade c han ges a nd

numerous incomplete grades. 
ph ot o by M ike 

A m ic oStatesman following a dispute
over access to allow only its
production staff run the
machines. The editors of the two
newspapers had wanted to run
the copy for their papers with
volunteer help of their choosing.

However, Clive Richard said
that he plans to stand behind the
injunction because, as he put it,
it's not up "to the Council to
overturn Judiciary rulings." The
Judiciary will meet again
Tuesday to discuss the
injunction.

The injunction was issued
after the Judiciary determined
that Statesman had denied an
authorized Polity club, the
Judiciary, access to the machines
when they came to Statesman
offices during the afternoon.
The 1970-71 budget requires
that the machines be made
available to all Polity clubs.

According to the terms of the
injunction, Polity Treasurer
Clive Richard and Polity Advisor
Mrs. Ann Hussey were barred
from signing any checks or
vouchers "drawing upon Polity
funds allocated to Statesman."

Two campus newspapers, The
Red Balloon and Suffolk
Citizen, brought the case against

the fall semester grades. Other
delaying factors, according to
the spokesman, were a cut-back
in temporary help because of
austerity, a shortage of full-time
workers, a failure of many
professors to submit correct and
complete grade report sheets,
and a large number of students
taking "incomplete" grades
which necessitated many more
time-consuming manual
operations in the recording
process.

said that grades would be out
ahead of the April 15 deadline
for ;nost graduate school
applications.

Delays in issuing the grades
from last semester were due to
several factors, according to an
Administration spokesman. The
major factor for the delay was
the processing of over 8000
grade changes made in spring
1970 and summer 1970 which
had to be computerized prior to

According to officials of the
Registrar's Office, most fall
semester grades and transcripts
were being sorted for mailing
Wednesday, following the
preparation of over 2000
transcripts last weekend.

Registrar Max Rosselot said
that over 2000 transcript
requests were processed last
weekend and mailed Monday
with a note attached explaining
that any delay in mailing grades
were beyond student control. He

separate action, the
accepted the Judiciary
results, seating Marsha
and Philip Kott.

In a
Council
election
Pravder
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Cafeteria Strike Continues

Despite Federal Injunction
By CHRIS CARTY

Prophet Food Company representatives served approximately 65 copies of a temporary
Mjunction yesterday a inst Local 1199, Drug and Hospital Workers Union barring them
from further strike action. The temporary restraining order was issued Wednesday
afternoon by Judge Anthony J. Travia at First Federal District Court in Brooklyn after
the Union had refused to comply with a court order supporting the pro-company
arbitration results earlier in the week.

The food company representatives then attempted to enter Kelly cafeteria to begin to
set up operations for meal service but their entrance was blocked by about 60 cafeteria
employees and student supporters. The company again attempted to enter each cafeteria
during the afternoon and were each time denied entrance.

Grades, Transcripts Processed
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who give, smal amounts to their
friends

The Governor's proposal.
included te c : te

of tle penalty for
_oM-noa of between a quarte

of an ounce and oe ounce of,
pot from * maxim ot three
MOnths in jail, and in
the amount of a a
peron could po_ before
being ed with a felony
from a quarber of an ounce to a
half-pound, a deferred
Mroee-acation plan that would

Pallow moPt rt e to be
placed on probation-type
arrangement for up to one year;
and the removal of marijuana
from the category of a "narcotic
drug" and redefined as a
"dangerous drg.Tebl
would ao reduce lti for-
the sale of nariuana, but in
mnKt cases selling it would
remain a felony.

AM the changs in the pesnt
_aruan laws whih the

Governor equsted Tera
reomeded in January by thw

Legislature's Temporary
c ComissAMon to a te t:
Drug Law. In its eport, the
commisinsae: PTe sml
fact is that our pnesent
maximum of 15 your, equally

b b to X Q Zappicbletothe person who
gives one puff ' W

roommate . . . as it in to the
seter of bug quanities, i an

I unrealistic and poorly wied
,law."

, wt .. Z evs
have been made in penas for
both sale and _ of
marjuana. In Nevada, for
epe, a person ovicted of

_psession of n faced a
maximum sentence of seven

days for a first offense, while in
Texas that same charge con
result in a life sentence.

Governor Rockefelber asked
thele-~stxeto make niqwo

uedutins -in the pMlti for
p _sessn of a aaf this
week, especially ' for first
offender and young people.
Tbi bil would make the penalty
for p s of under a quarter
of an ounce of amilar
to that of a traffic tieket

Several key e a were
reported to have renarked that
th chances of the b11 being
enacted are fairly good, and

in the penalties
for p s of mrijuana was

ost certain. n. e goveror's
ill would m=ae a ditinction

between pe sons who sell are
tities of y-e- and tbowe

Used Stamps
Collected For
Pakistan Aid

In celebration of Wodd Red
Cros Day, there will be a used
puutage s p ollection to
colect funds for Pakistan refief.
Dianne D'Agross, one of the
'oxganizeros o if s,

d that boxes will be set up to
collect the stamps which mut
be in no later than il 16.

isue stamps efeed, but
caIce-led singsps, or thse

Bev psm also aeptable.

AR people inesed 4in
}i-ng with tpds
should contact Dianne,
LT9-6253.

tiarpo s Robbed
Theves broke into HWrpo's Ice Cream Paor in KeHy on Tuesday,

poedly sayi $So or _ sSO oi
aettes and $20 i cash from a pin-ball machine.
The of the sd!tudetf wnd and opeIated business hao

offered aw for inomation leading to the wrest of the thieves.
Infornants we asked to cal Dan Klein (4721) or Myles Scha
(4a02).

over the wend, another student business, The Other Side
Coffee Hkus, is Mount Colege, was lso robbed of $1200 in cash
and eipet. photo by Robert F. Cohen

This post December, Ma;
Sa muelw one of a deepation
of American women which met
with representatives of se
women's orgpnizations of
Vietnam. As a result of this:
conference, a declaration of
peace was signed to the effect
that no state of war exists
between he women of the U.S.
and Vietnam.

Her talk, scheduled to
coincide with the anniversary of
the a tio of Martin
Luther King, Jr., wil be held at
8:00 p.m., in the Smith-Haven
Ministries, in the Mall - Lake
Grove. _

Patrici Samuel, Director of
Program and Action of the
United States section of
Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom, will

183 her recent visit to
Vietnam on Saturday, A4pil 3 at
Smith-Haven Mall

The League, which was
founded in 1915 by Jane:
Addams, is dedicated to "work,
by non-violent means for the
establishment thoughout the
world of those political,
economic, social and
psychological conditions which
can assure peace and freedom."

- - - - - - - - - - - --- -- - I I -

Sanger College Presents

Prof. I. IG. Fehmi e
I, 'Alpha Wave Conditioning' i
I*
I Monday, March 29 8 P.m. I
I Sanger Loungej
a__ _ ___________ _I_

Nicholls Rd.South, across
Nesconset to Oxhead Rd. and
on to Jericho Turnpike, turn right,
you are here.

help ease your gastronomic problem and introduce my
aurant to you, I'm offering you a free order of my
ne-made pancakes

addition to 23 varieties of pancakes, we feature a full l
nu from breakfast to a full course dinner

I Store Hours: Sun. -Thur. 8 a.m. - Midnigkt
m: 981-2127 Fri.-SKL oam.- 2a.am.

Legislature To Rtule On Pot0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Environmental Group
Plans Nature Classes

SETAU=T - The Envionenutal Center, a group of
_Wolotf~ts, botanisis and ehes, beginning a series of

-dsses to inroduce hits students to birds; their
patteI s, soni, and recogntion.

Students will em r on weekly botany walks during
wbich they will o the wild bir in their natural
habitat. Another series of dasses will study the
stcture, identiication, and habitat of plants.

Tbe cl awe oee and all interested people are
invited to call Mrs Oakes Ames at 751-2705 for the bird
walk*,. or Ms. Lee Roges at 698-1879 for the botany
walks. Clsses will begin March 30.

,nHOW HOW NOW NOT
-al.l Pl_, Mm* Hey («_ a_10 **) Ad* T_L

^^fr AIIY~~iCA YOV CAN AMLJM M zooD HO W HOv KITCNSN
^9 ^5TAKC L_, tOUT 1

^,CAT WIN&

rASPB -

PHOTOS

J. Fox Photographers
751-3277

IRte. 25A Stony Brook
iacross from R.R. Station

I

I Don't Have to
be afarophef to
Know That
You're Unhappy

2315 MIDDLE COUNTRY ROAD CENTEREACH i Your
af

Food Service

Man

WITH THIS COUPON a* i
Ifs * order of r

00 - SUCKWHNAT Pfr -UTTER=-ILK
PAN^ACAKES

Man one coupon per fomgy good till May -st AiRES

Ca
212

or
Paul
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This is the story:

We are one of the two sources on Long Island
where you can get custom-made guitar strings by
D'Aquisto, the true successor to the great guitar
naker John D'angelico. These are the finest strings
made.

Accoustic-Elect-Any gauge
'muff said cal l Marty 4870 or Rick 4877M "ww ~~~~~Kelly B 21 8or212

l s * *-* ** * *-*--*--**-In * He-* ado-*-go-And--*****, *-**v-**** *-* **

-~~~~~~~~~~~~MN NOW ma f - o .O. ~ "odi

Motorcycle -- - ^-~'ntot rccle t1Foreign Interest
Insurance :

I In case you missed the Peace Corps Representatives I

~fS Issued Immediately | Iwho were on campus earlier this week, please I

Lsowrates- : 11uwnite, visit, or call collec t

File, theft, collision availableteCor

Frank Albino 90 ChumchStI
;1820 | ddle Co9uy R |. New York, N. Y. 10007

h New Yo Imported
Spanish Sangria|

Full Gallon

Thclres b lection of wrldwide Impotd and Domstc wines are just i

0 ~~~ ~~~~~~~~at 8
Santarpia Brooktown Plaza1!

Wine & Liquor Supermarket
New Hills Shopping Pbaza, Nesconsett Highway, Stony Brook

Phone:751-7600 
St o re h o u rs: M-Th 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

L-8927 tFr. 10 a.m.-IO p.m.L"89 27 _____________~~~~~~~~~Sat. 9 a.m.-IO p.m.

- -

- m -

r-----*we--*--vvsv*---he-*-*-***----*---*-*-*------*--*--wows
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ssY ELUKiNS MURPHY
Since the New York State leglization of

abortion last year, there has been extensive
discussion on I abortion and the
accompanying red tape. The usual route
which a woman in need of such service
would follow begins with an abortion
referral service. These services can be either
privately or publically funded, -or self
supported. The main funciton of a referral
service is simply refer the client to, and set
up an appointment with either an abortion
clinic or a hospital. Usually public referral
servces, such as Family Planning, or
privately funded services like Planned
Parenthood, are operated by a volunteer
staff.

The referral services which are
self-supported, however, are business
operations which are funded by a part of
the total fee charged. Lately, there has
been much concern about the amount of
money being charged for as referral. This
concern has materialized in the form of a
public hearing by Attorney General Louis
Lefkowitz's - office. Thus far, the
investigation has been able to uncover a
number of agencies which overcharge for
referrals. One such agency, "The Abortion
Information Agency"' was charging up to
$160 per referral. Because of a lack of
knowledge about, or because of the stigma
attached to the idea of abortion, women
using these services in search of abortions,
have been paying an exorbitant fee.

In spite of these "services," there are

some agencies which are sincere in their
desire to help women who find pregacy a
predicament. Fact, there are some referral
services which are free of charge, and in
some needy cases, may even obtain ree
abortions for their clients.

There is presently on the Stony Brook
campus, an abortion referral service which
is entirely student-run. It is located in the
Infirmary and open Monday to Thursday,
10 a.m., to 7 p.m. The number to call is
6810 or 6811. When a student calls this
service, she is referred to, depending on her
needs and wants, either private doctors in
Suffolk County or to Women's Pavillion,
which is a self supported clinic referral
service in New York City. Generally
speaking, clinics are much less expensive
than private doctors and hospitals.
Women's Pavillion can, in most cases,
arrange an abortion for under $200. It
receives about $50 payment out of the
$200 for their services.

There is also a public abortion referral
service housed in the. Family Planning
offices of Suffolk County. According to
Mrs. Philips, who heads one of these
referral services, Family Planning receives
80% of its funds from state and federal
moneys and 20%o from Suffolk County.
When asked for help, Family Planning will
give referrals to clinics in Nassau County,
N.Y.C., and to private doctors anywhere on
Long Island. The general number for
Family Planning in Patchogue is 289-5800.

Continued on Pafke 10
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Route 25A, East Setau~ket
(W mile east of Three Village Plaza)

94 1-9679

ROAD SERVICE
N.Y.S. Inspection - General Repairs

10% Student Discount on Repairs
upon presentation of student I.D.

The Abortion Package:
An Undisclosed Fee

By ELLEN FRANKFORT

Suppose an accountant asked you for one lump sum of
money out of which would come both your taxes and his
own undisclosed fee. Chances are you wouldn't use him.
But many pregnant women seeking abortion are forced to
do just that - use the service of a middleman who refuses
to reveal how much his service costs. In the last few
months ads for abortion referral services have sprung up
everywhere, ranging from an inconspicuous line in the
Public Notice column of a small town newspaper to a
zingy oP-art ad in the New York Review of Books. And for
any woman who was wondering how to terminate a
pregnancy as she lazed in the sun, a plane conveniently
flew by the Florida beaches this winter trailing the name
and number of a New York abortion referral agency
instead of the usual sun tan lotion.

Given the open-air nature of their ads, the abortion brokers have
acted in a curiously furtive manner. Only after a public hearing
conducted by Attorney General Louis Lefkowitz and his assistant,
Stephen Mindell, did a clearer picture of their modus operandi
emerge.

The first person to testify was a former employee of the Abortion
Information Agency, Inc. (which before abortion was legal used to
arrange a get-your-abortion-see-the-changing-of-the-guard package

.'deal to England). Now the agency receives fees ranging from $85 to
$110 from local hospitals. (An average agency fee seems to be about
$75.) Anyone who questions what proportion goes to the hospital
and what remains with the agency is told to inquire after the
abortion, brokers taking advantage of the -desperation and
helplessness many out-of-state women, in particular, feel ahead of
the procedure. Since most people in need of medical help have little
energy to question fees, the agencies have been able to earn profits
as high as $70,000 a week without accounting to anyone.

Several doctors then testified about how they were flooded with
letters from agencies, the competition driving each to greater
extremes ("We offer free rides from the airport" "We offer silk

Continued on Page 10

'e Aware Of Abortion Services

Presents

The Paul Trubits Show
Stony Brookes First

TV Talk Show

-Folk, jazz music
-Mo dc
-advesnts

- 9:00 p.m.

-Tuesday, March 30 in the

Stony Brook Union Auditorium

tickets at the Main Desk
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The dcison by the State
University Construction Fund to
go ahead with the building of the
graduate physicsvmath complex,
even after the U.S. Department of
Health Education and Welfare cut
off at least $2 million from the
project, is an example of the
callous indifference the state has
for black workers.

Despite the fact that the fund
has "clauses" in contracts for the
hiring of these workers, the
clauses, it is charged, have never
been enforced, resulting in nearly
all-white construction crews.
Having been warned that the
clauses as originally written were
inadequate, the fund nevertheless
let the bids out to four
contractors, who have as yet not
taken positive action to bring the
white-black ratio into line.

Who says the state is not
practicing racism?

This is not just a simple matter
of economics - the taxpayers
won't even notice the extra $2
million which they will have to
shell out of -their pocketbooks to
fill the hole Rift by the withdrawal
of federal funds. Nor will they

This fight has been going on for
years, both on this campus and
within the various-construction
unions across the nation. Civil
rights laws have been passed and

acted favorably upon by some
governments; but. as yet, there has

been no concrete mo 'Lt by
the State of New York to enforce
the contract clauses. The City of
New York two years ago set up an
office of Contract Compliance;
the state should do likewise.

care, one way or the other,
whether the state is using
lily-white work crews.

But we. at the University, must
bring to the people the fact that
the University is supposedly an
institution of higher earning - a
place where all are legally
guaranteed an equal education.
Should there be a dichotomy
between the education of society,
and the-society which supposedly
does the educating? If such a
schism exists, would the
University, itself, fall to pieces?

Adequate safeguards against the
discrimination by construction
companies have not been taken.
The state's Human Rights
Commission, along with the
Attorney General's office, should
insure that the law is followed to
the letter - and should see that
the construction companies fall
into line. If this task becomes
overwhelming, bids should be let
for a new contractor who has a
reputation for equality in hiring
standards, with the present
contractors being -brought- to court
for violations of state and federal

«law.

Editorial Bad
advertising nunager: michael fox; arts editor: harold r. rubenstein; associate

editor: ronny hartman; business manager: etoin shrdlu; contribu^ng editor: bilt
stoloer; copy editor: Chris carty; assistant copy editor: gayle vaughn; editorial

assistant: caria weiss; editortn-chief: robert f. c o h en ; featu editor: obert.
thomson; assistant feature editor: jerry resnick; managing editor: nod steele; news
editors: tom murnane, marsha pravder, alan j. wax; assistant news editor: alice j.

kellman; office manager: inez dame; photo dito: robert weisenf e ld ; assisnt .

photo editors: mike amico. dave friedrich; sports editor: barry shapiro; assistant
sports editor: john sarzynski.

Staff
alan adler, lynda albaum, lana alexander. joan arena, stanley augarten, joel

brockner. iris brossard, nancy callanan, mike carman, suza n ne c o iro, lita

czelowalnik, randy danto, steve farber, ellen flax, james r. frenkel, john gonda,

ricky green, steve greenberg. harold greenfield, larry grill, greg gutes, alan hochberg,
norman hochberg, judy horenstein, steve ingis, marc Jacobs, audrey kantrowitz,
scott karson, stephen kronwith, ken lang, mike leiman.

jill lieblang. barbara maffia, norman meislich, cathy minuse, heyward nash,

steven peisak, marsha pripstein, stuart rabinowitz, robert reisman, david roe, steve

ross, larry rubin, alan schecter, robert schwartz. mitchell shenkman. maureen sherr,
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Construction: Contracts Should Be Enforcoed

Statesman
Let Each Become Aware
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Dr. Stem -_ --- Cm"e
To the Editor:

Appr- l Scott Klippel (The Zoo:
Esz Edation) Woe d n

formulatng an mmgnt critical analysis
of p d s for arediting dt

who took a Pych 102 WtA. Omideing
the eke ml bow and sy s

hovg =an ID card a "blow for
iv e on?" Mr. Klippel could

have po tted to a system of
Fraderic nprorities that pours funds and

faculty into select sie ewf Iepa tt,
and limits the of epscolo

profesoo to deal with a problem such as
1000 students i a Psych 102 cars. But

Mr. Klippel preferred to tell Mis.
stem plaz, *I cannot forgve you for
what you did to me as a person when you
bad your TA's ask me for identification.*
Maybe those who "lined up meky and
whipped out their ID" arent.as easily

"ited" by the pinkess operation of
showing that they were honest about
taking their exam; maybe tey also
realized that Mrs. Stemglanz's options
concerning the testing-and-

ng-proeess are severely restricted by
the univeity's failure to remedy the
situation of oversized clas .

My personal association with Mrs.
Sternglanz, both in and out of class, has
convinced- me that she sincerely cares
about students and would be one of the
last people to attempt a degradation of
any student. Granted, the necessity of
showing an ID to get credit for a test is
not an exceptionally peasant routine.
Unfortunately, Mrs. Sternglanz is one
more faculty member who has fallen
victim to S.U.N.Y.'s poor planning - In
the face of limited alternatives, her effort
to protect honest students - And more
unfortunately, Scott Klippel

misinterpreted or misunderstood her
actions.

miy Davidson

Toll's Statement is Insult
To the Editor:

The statement Dr. Tol insed an the
food strik* Tuesday is uttey m y.

Dr. Toll says that 'When food service
is resumed, the University *ill continue
to press vigorously to demand strict
compliance with the food contract." This
implies that the University has "pressed
vigorously" in the past, but in the seven
months that I have been on meal plan I
have learned of no attempt by the
University to enforce this contract. In
February, when I compaied to an
assistant housing director about the many
violations, he informed me that the
Univeisity had documented evidence of
them. Hurray! If the University has
known about the violations all along,
then why haven't they done something to
stop-them?

Dr. Toll asks for "students to -help in
this enforcement by reporting promptly
in writing to Mr. Chason any evidence
they obtain of violations in the food
Contract." I ate in the cafeteria for seven
months before seeing a copy of the
contract, and to my knowledge most
students on the meal plan. have never seen
it. If the University is as concerned about
the violations as Dr. Toll wants us to
believe, then why haven't they made an
effort to acquaint students on the meal
plan with the terms of the contract?

This inaction alone is enough to belie
Dr. Toll's persistent claims that "The
University has taken no position in the
dispute between Prophet Foods and
Local 1199." But the University has gone
further. Five students in Tabler were
arrested for using hotplates illegally, and
Toll wants to arrest students and workers
for occupying the administration building
illegally. Why is nothing being done tc
Prophet foods for serving meals illegallyl

Ahe answer is that despite Toll'9
righteous claims, the University has taker
a stand. It has taken a stand that says
Greyhound' is a rich, powerful company
we better screw the students and worken
instead."

Marsha Ptipstet

No Support Hem!
To the Editor:

Concerning an article entitled "Studenl
Businesse Responds To Aid Univ. Foew
Crisis" and an -ad entitled "Hungry?'
Statesman has neglected theii
responsibility to adhere to the fact
rather than to make convenien
assumptions. Statesman reported that the
representatives of the five studen
businesses "fully support Local 1199 ii
their demands." No qualifie('
representative of the Henry James Pul

m de such an ertion. We support only
, the students whose interests hae been
totally dIseaded throughout the
duration ot this strike.

Pease dont put words into our
mouthsL

Al am I _rA'

ID Cads and h Union
To the Editor:

It is with a vmat dWal of ennce that
the House and Operations Committee of
the Stony Brook Union Governing Board
read the editorial - "Open Campus: No
ID Cheeks in SB U .' Realizing the
tremendous influence a Statesman

editora can e ate, would of
course im ed cage our policy. In
fact, we xhanOd this policy three weeks
ago.

The SBU Governing Board through the
House and Operations Committee spent
long hours in first formulating this policy.
Reports by the Union staff and weekend

managers showed -a direct relationship
between damages in the Union and
non-Univerwity people. In accord with
University regulations which state that all
visitors to the Stony Brook campus must
obtain guest passes after 8 pam., we
believed that ID checks would be a viable
policy. It was not.

The Stony Brook Union aims to serve
the University Community as its farst
priority. At present we are not able to
even fulfill this mandate with great
satisfaction as a result of our limited
resources. The extra strain in
maintenance, competition for the much
limited facilities of the Union, and extra
personnel is too taxing.

On behalf of the House and Operations
Committee and the weekend managers,
we would like to extend -our cordial
invitation to the Statesman Editorial
Board to spend - a weekend evening
touring the buldingl Maybe then we can
spe practical terms of how to make

the Stony Brook Union completely open
to the entire com ity.

Rip0 to Leon Davis '
t To the Editor:

! Unfortunately, w Ben !eon Davis,
President of Local 1199 spoke at
Monday's rally, he tried to whip up
exactly those reactionary sentiments
which, if not replaced, will only spel
doom for the working class. Statesman
quotes him as saying, "We feel badly
when, the best that workers have been
able to produce in the union have been
undermined by some whose credentials as
workers awe limited*" Isn't this parochial
venom essentially what the right-wingers
told construction workers about antiwar
demonstrators last May?

"Or, in a different guise, the race
hatred which cultural nationalist Leroi

I Jones sells to recruit strike-breaking
goons? What did George Seguy of the
French CGT say as he saved the Fifth

I Republic after DeGaulle's brief de facto
k abdication in May, 1968? Why, Danny

an ognzation which repmeentg the
entire class fighting to iet its eeds?
Out of work, just like 6.9% of the met of
Long Island is now.

Jon Furlan
&_&iNati Cau of

ExprimsntaW Counse
To the Editor:

The MOch 23 issue of Statesman
carried an article entitled "Experimental

Dept Sought" by Audrey Kantrowitz
which mu riddled with errors and
distortions of the facts. Sine we believe
that the proposal to which it referred is
of potentially great importance to the
students of Stony Brook we feel obliged
to convert fiction into fact as follows:

1. The proposal does not seek to create
a "Department of Experimental Coursese
but rather it would provide a voschanism
that would facilitate the- approval of
experimental (EXP) courses.

2. The proposal is not the result of the
Gdenth m generated by the
Experimental College" but rather a
response to the needs of students and
faculty who have found difficulty in
obtaining approval for new and different
courses on an experimental basis.

3. The proposal does not set a limit of
three credits for EXP courses. It merely
provides that proposals involving more
than three credits would be the only ones
requiring prior approval of the proposed
EXP Course Committee.

4. Although Professors Goldfarb,
Mould, and Abrams were instrumental in
the actual writing of the proposal, it grew
out of scsions by a much larger group
including students, progmm coordinators,
college advisor, and other faculty
members.

5. The Statesman could easily have
avoided promlulgating- this

wadtoo Tbaamtlwwwpf tb^.wtter
,submitted artile on this subject to
StatesmaLn Obviously the Statesman
Editors did not take the trouble to
compare the two articles before
substituting the one written by Miss
Kantrowi. .

Any student desiring to work towards
the approval of the EXP course proposal
is invited to inform the Residential
College Program Office (6003) of his
interest.

Ted Goldfarb
Sol Levin

Loneliness
To the Editor:

This letter is to J.K.T., author of
;'Fighting Loneliness at SB," which
appeared in last Friday's Statesman.

We would like to be your friends. Our
phone numbers are 7266 and 4668.

-Russe Epbraim
* He Graf

Cobs-Bandit, that's mama's boy, what
right does he have to teH us what to do!
(Not to say .Oat the anarchists did have
anything worthwhile to tell anybody -
whi de itey helped Seuy.) Wasn't
the first, in ve reaction of the Polish
bureaucracy to the December revolt to
brand it as the work of agitaton and

rous?
Certain rollicak group eaily have

said many things during the strike which
-could only be thought up by those not
*seady a ng the true source of a

bureaucrat's power and strategy. But if
Davis actually wnted to make clear what
the labor moveG ent must Meowe in the
imedte future instead of using Eddie
Kay's militant speeches to his ranks
(What's one injunction? What's
ninety-four injunctions? Paper.) to
-dcredit these crying sell-out, he could
have spoken about the way workes
actually put teeth into the labor
legislation that was being totally flaunted
in the early days of the New Deal. It
wasn't by saying that strikes are private
affairs, that the asme of unemployed, for
example, didn't matter to those still
trying to save their jobs. The turning
point in the victorious Toledo Auto-lite
strike of 1934, one of the three mast
important strikes of the period, came
when the Lucas County Unemployed
'League helped organize a picket line of
virtually the entire city after issuing the
following statement: "We openly and
publicly violate an injunction, which, in
our opinion, is a suppressive and
oppressive act aanst all workers."

Of course these militants had political
limitations which hindered the
consolidation of a mass revolutionary
movement. But the point is that they did
organize those temporary class-wide
alliances which approximated the only
form of organization that can produce a
socialist revolution in an "advanced
industrial country, It is these potential
class-wide movements which threaten to
break-down all parochial outlooks that
make bureaucrats tremble, hem-and-haw,
and clutch the -And of their talist
- Amites only to be bet go after
discredig the labor move ent's ability
to answer the question, who rules. One
needn't look across the ocean to Italy to
see the disgusting betrayals of the '300s
being rerun today across the dirty
Hudson in Newark, the AFL-CIO,
plesred into calling a one-day eneal

strike in Newark, called it off and ran
into negotiations behind the back of the
Newark Teachers Union.

Leon Davi is lying if he claim that the
1199 strike is solely the affair of the

cafeteria workers. Again and again we
have called for the leaders of 1199 to
help us build a strike-support coalition
around a program in the interests -of all
workers and their allies. Why don't they
respond? Where's a man whose job is to
help keep the workers in narrow
formations, who lines up with- his-
colleagues carrying a bushelful of votes
which he hopes to trade in for a
thimbleful of concessions, going to be in
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PERSONAL
WILL J.K.T. pe call us. WU
like to be your fe Ronny
Ned 4634, Ma1h 4535.

WANTED TWO MALE KIT`
gra pM " can 744-
b§~ n 6 and 10 pnm.

CONSIDERING ALASP
Accurate, Iolimitnive bram
about op n t6es n consbut
odl qahw and caierlav d
Send $2 ecah or moneV or&
JOBS IN ALASKA. P.O. BOX:
Anchorage, Alaska 99501.
HAPPY Bl RTHDAY GARY
SHERWOOD and Judy. Low I
Bettr late than nW¥T.
MA SHAW come up and n- n
timw In your mIdl. LL
RIDE NEEDED TO FLORIDJ
Easter. Will shar expf sl dr
Call Ron 4127.

PAT-Taqulla pints hl an
Just Rite Liquor.
TO THE WORLD@S AUDIEI
too bad about all the fun 1i
ckmt that yourre mssling-A
MS. & the cast.
MICHAEL I LOVE YOU very
(In a pure sense of course) vry
yours, Lynda
ANYONE INTERESTED
TRAVELING out west In Juno
owns a car pUNM call 6409.

blONTREALER SEEKING
HOME ovr vacatlon. Wim driv
ad show you Montreal. 941'

HEAR YE HEAR YE. the 2na
session of the ole union craft shop
classes begins soon. Registration:
Wad. March 17-Fri. March 26 10 a.m.
- 5 pwm. **Pottery slikscreen,
sllversmthing, leather, children's
ceramics, Macrane and
handweaving** Register early -
classes fill quickly.

APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING
ACCEPTED for the Washington
Semester internship Program, fall
*71. For further Info contact Ken
Phkes 7745 or Rm. 409 SSB.
Deadline April 1.

M O U NT COLLEGE RA
APPLICATIONS are now ava -able In
the -Mount Program office.
Applcations am due by April 13. For
further Info call Loulse 7420 or
Yvonne 4139.

U. FOJA-PART I featuring MYRA
the AWEIKOMA In Blues Sand, and
T.J. Sta. 3/27 8:30 pwm. SBU
Ballroom. $.50

THE PAUL BRUBITS SHOW-Tues.
3/30, 9 p.m. Tickets at main desk
(fre).

:A DRAMATIC READING OF
-Christ In Concrete" will be
presented by Theater North at 2 p.m.
Lac- Center 102. Sun. 3/28.

DREISER COLLEGE will show the
fUm "Harpur" starring Paul Newman
at 9 p~m... Drelser lounge. Sun. 3/28.
ENGLISH PROF. Judah Stampfer
WIM discuss "The Jewish Hippie and
the Hasidic Movement" In a
Hinel-sponsored talk at a pm. in
Harpo Marx. Mon. 3/29.

'SPORTS CAR CLUB sents
I'campus caravan"" rallye. Sax. 3/27,
(randate: 3/28) proreglstr 11 a.m.
Flrct car off 12:30, entry fee $1.

LAW INTERNSIP MEETING to
dbcuss possible independent study
* cts ass iated wIth court system
Tuesday March 30 8 pbm. Room 231
Union.

DON BATY and the Huntington
Collective will speak on "Creating
Loberated Zones' Hendrix Colege
(e Jos. Henry) 8 p~m. Wed. 3/31.
Lrarn about food coops, free school:
tax resistance, communes.

LOST LARGE WOMEN'S WATCH
wlth wide black band, 3/17 behind
Cardozo, call 7404
MONEY REWARD If youNv found
my unfinisd green and black
afghan blanket. Ples call 5484 K
mean's alot to me.
LOST NEAR T-4 small black cat
with gorge geneyes. Please call
Chris at 48___
LOST HONEY BROWN SHEPHERD
anwr to Rahan _e Kell. Pum
call Tony 3956
* FOUND 3/19 KEY on key chain a
Financial Aid Office. Call & Identify,
.7010 Mairy Tippe.
LOST RED WOOL SCARF ery
lMach. Great sentimental value.
Rewad Call-Sholla 4684.

.PLEASE NCM FY STATESAN
IMMEDIATELY IF POSITIVE
.RESPONSE HAS BEEN MADE ON
:YOUR LOST & FOUND AD. 3690.

NOTICES
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
INFORMAITON and abortion
referral services are available through
the Unlv. Birth Control and Abortion
Service (6810) or your college
;counselor.
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED for

the spring 1971 Unlv. blood drive.
|For Inflo cal Jese 8070 or Stan
3964,

DEADUNES FOR SUBMITTING
Ind nt Study Proposals for

summer and fall 1971 am AprU 16
and AprH 30. Guidelines for writing

proposaws aavalate In ESS 350.
For mor foraNUon, consult Ms

Selin ESS 350. SKL 3432.
APPLICATION forms for the 1971
Suffolk County Suwwer in _-
Program will be available staing
March 1 In the Economic Research
Bureau SSe 326. The deadline for
-applications Is March 31. For further

Information concerning the program,
Inquire at the Bureau.

JOS. HENRY FILM "The Wild One"
Marion Brando) 3/28, 8 pm., Jos.

Henry lounge.

HOUSING
CLEAN SUNNY FURNISHED
ROOMS available for summer or fall
semesters. Laundry done, linens
provlded delkicous honcaoklnW, 15

_is school. 69."029.

FURNISHED RANCH-MIner Place
three acre. Maxlmunm: Three
adultsrsmal mfany. Renting summer
eoS Tm nbe, Ca": HR 3F0666.

LOST & FOUND

OWCYCLE FOR SALE-Rudge sat
3atd w/findWsn baket an now
rear NNW tube 20 390 Cama

AUTOMOTIVE

PONTIAC CATALINA 1961 good
condion. *200 or bfst offr. Cal
Stem 4385.

HGA 1961 yellow now transmission,
rbu"t engne ;doe 5000 ml. ago:
Al-conditlon. Asking $850 but will
accept more. 588-3235.

-
-

VINTAGE MACHINE for sate. 19s:
.Pontac (a god yew for cm)
offer 7595. o |
.i960 VW convert. 8000 mi. since
overhaul. Ru ns good reliable
transportation $200 al Steve
751-1294.

1965 VALIANT economy car, 23
MPG, good condition, dependable,
asking $2OO 694-7560.
68 MUSTANG power storing, disk
brakes, must sell, call Steve 4486.

LOST NEW RECORD ALBUM
Friday night In Kegt B teleOvlson
room. PA_ cad 7239.
LOST LARGE RING wth yellow
citroen quartz. Vi. of Gray CagM,
3/19. 5496. .e
FOUND LARGE BLACK CAT with
mint gIn ey*s Has red belt around
nick. Call 8094, or 8093.
LOST WIRE RIM SUNGLASSES on
ev of 3/17 In hard brown case. Call
Rick 4256.
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evsosa world mgt unlike Alduous Huxey's "Brave

Now Wodd,"' while others predict less extreme societies
Social i, if program did not ensue shortly after the

einning of the Golden Age, could eventually cause the
demise of civilization.

Mbe finitude of science would not be, in itself, the
cause, or the soe "limiting factor" of scientific growth.
Only the inte r gradually g rizons and
limiting errestrial factors could combine to create the
epoch.

But isce now finding itself faced with
experi ents so complex, that the nalit of the
individual scientist is eIg do wrd The pet
of a significant breakthrough against tb maswe
bkground of existing knowledge is,- Glass believes,

The body of theory in which science functions until it
i proven iadequate, at which time collected scientific

;ata ceses to be explained by theory, has less and less a
hange of crumbling as its general accuracy has been
proed. It is doubtful that accepted theory will crumble
the way theories did a hundred years ago. When theory.
i satisfactory, wntifc revolutions do not occur.

But if theories lke relativity failed to explain
observed pheomena, the theory would be dropped, a
gap would appear, and science would have to go
onwithout a theory, or as Thoms Kuhn calls it, a
paadigm Ultimately, a better paradigm would be
invented and scientific proess could ten proceed

nomly.
A-period in which a paradigm of physics has fallen,

for ample, would be characterized only by the
aumuation of data and not by actual progress. The

paradigm acts as a matrice for discoveries, explaining the
meaning of data in relation to the universe as though it
wexe a dictionary. Its colapse makes experimental data

Gass is onvinced that the fall of existing paradigm is
highly uniky. We will probably continue without
totally uexpected disruptions in the fabric of

NO_ , he sad, but there will be alterations or
syntheses of new Metions with old theory.

This precludes the possibility of scientific revolution,
and indicat n eventual slow down in growth.

A Stint whose views wae ared to some degree by
Glas, Gunther Stent, wrote that for all time to come the
fdmental cancepts, the basic scientific laws, and the
general anisms of nature are now known.

And there is little reason to suspect that the natural
physical laws are not universaL Te data we have
a muted from all eoners of the universe do not even
hint at the other possibility. Moreover, even if a universe
antithical to ours were discovered, it is questionable

Continued on Page 11

By STANLEY AUGARTEN
Mm winter meeting of the Atio for

the Advancement at Science, cuto ily staid nical
- _e attended by is only P-
uexpe-td ws this yew: p stos dsupted talks

with e l of a e rd for welfare by
Wintists failing to the us their s h i put
'to, w tey dshould be morally bound to do so.

As prtesorstangled werbaily th scientists seeking
both to defend their achievements and divert the blame,

scufleks occsioay broke out. Except for a few

distrg incidents, however, the violence of excha
did not supas the intensity of forensic inult.

Wbetber scientists d from the conferences
more ethic minded than they bad entered, is a question
of some validity. But for the moment, it is reasonable to

sume that the controversy of the association's retiring
president left an imprint on the departing scientists.

Dr. Bentey Gla*, the noted geneticist and Academic
Vice-President at Stony Brook, delivered a bombshell as

he stepped down. His remarks were widely publicized,
and the nature of his message led to confusion over its
content: he was more often than not misquoted and

derstood.
In his addes before the orgnization, Dr. Gas

argued that the horizons of science am finite, that we ae.
rapidly approaching those limits, and that although the
amount of knowledge still to be-discovered dwarfs the

imagination, we may conceivably see the end of
scientific development in two generations.

"There are still innumeable details to fil in," he said,
""but the endless horizons no longer exist." "It is in fact
becoming more and more difficult, as scientific
knowledge grows, to make a totally new and unexpected
discovery or to break through the dogmas of esta d
views."9

According to GlassF non has already taken giant steps
towards a horizon that is falsely thought to travel
outward with every step made towards it.

Telescopes can now scan the fartt qudants of the
uise. Matter is composed of the same particles and

elements everywhere. Ibe genetic code is al. And
the earth-baaed sciences awe finite, dependent as they are
on tik-e SWni-- Of speft of peces dof . anima.

TluT'lialU '*_-i~f^Mfc _ouf y W one =4h d
aleady at its o o, bein litte or nothing left to
daw and decribe.

In the sctific communi, eement with
Glass's theory is extenive. In a recent interview with
this reporter, Dr. Ginn said "I suspect that I am regarded
as a very d theorist whoe views are quite
contradictory. But of course I think that they (his
critics) axe wrong."

The opinions of many of his colleagues

DR. BLNTLEY GLASS, in ks f t it Am. Ass
for the Advancement of Science, pdied the end of
scientific progrem photo by Jwronw FreMnch

notwithstanding, s ideas cary weighty significance if
only for the fact that he is a scientist with oonsiderabe
achievements behind him- His credentials were

srecogized we e e d president of the most
prestigious of American sence organizations

Glas, who says that "one need not be a prophet" to
analyze trends in sience and in the occupation of the
scientist, forecass on the basis of an exponential graph
illustrating scientific growth that an end to scientific
advanemnhent, cosuently an end to social
progess, might, beiause of " g factors*", be

inevitaWbe
The "suit, if ais iht, would be a Golden Age, or

us onge Adte putvi, K e em Wiao of "Polynesia on a
global scae."

A Golden Age, however, would not be as desirous for
mankind as the words imply. It would be chaa ied
by social stasis:. a halt to the arts and sciences, total
ossification and the .completecesato of history.
Piogres would end, and the pae of life would gradually
lose the momentum it had gathered over the centuries.

Glas is uncertain as to what precisely that society
would be like. One of the authors cited in his address

n the
iS. &
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RIDE
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY AlMce: The Rag
Crew _

ALICE Iapy Birthday to a
fjntastic person. Lov. Us (RFC. MP,
NS, RN)________

RH If you wer a true horizontal
you'd tell mn why we we In the
clog Lov, a horizontal.

FOR SALE
THE FISHER XP55B acoustic air

pension spmakr $100 pair. List..7
ggwa~nUt»W. 4225.

Bentley Glass Foresees the End of Progress

1969 JAWA CLIFORNIAN. 350 cc.. SERVICES
295 Ibs., Universal tires. extra low -_

»ould ^U ^^ S ML "!. 75 30 oe.L-EAD SINGER for Wxperinced rock
anuld »495.753073 p. unlmited po al, also

.AUTHENTIC AFRICAN 5boad rhythmgu is Ju
SSCULPTURE I ntornational 4 0 pm

.3i dkxftscjwer,; EAva 11*, flall PERMZANENT HAI R REMOVAL

silk. caf, dresses and Y trdsk,-- m-_ S^»£ i w SbrmenSS. Vlsit Adco tphysician edrsed Complimentary
KA?? Imports, 202 Main St., Port su Po n a d B l.
chum Jefferson, Downtown. 928-3809. 7S 1 -

OtWS WOMENS LIGHT WEIGHT BIKE 4^NSPNSE a 24 hour _
MW to3/spood, ridden twice $35. Call IJ 

M" r r rwd al l c y . Dil
1565, Susn 24e&5623. cost $/0 now. 7S1-7

ACOUSTIC GUITAR with ockp. tHOTOGRAPHY aN «ypa port
r P. $75 like new c $301 Uabnon P al ay time. 4253 Ka.
Mina. Amp., rH.»«^ -117. COUPLE WANTED TO sh rid to

G -E REFRIGERATOR/lnside MlM oWN Easte. CaU David at
someFreezer. Guaranteed until Sep $45. 3730 after 7 pm.

--- M a r k o r
GM 7 4 9 9" _______MI HNl TRIPS to London. Rome.

for TONY LAMA water buffalo hide Par Spain. 263 weeks. From $337
vinv. cowboy boots. size 9D almost nIw, Include Alrfar* + ear unlimi
--- last forr $30. Ju 458 WOW booksing Ins w 

T hr

rlVd NEW TENNIS RACKET top line
Spaloing, strung wlth gut. 4 5/8- OIL CHANGE & LUBE all cars $5.
medium. Best offer. 3705 Alan. Non eh lc k ho u r

ge
r a

lw Cail
NCES - * * -1 Gus 69871254
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By HAROLD R. RUBENSM N

CINEMA 100 presents

Butch Ca-dy and the
asundanceKid- starring Paul

Newman, Robert Redford,
Katherine Row; directed by
Georp Roy MD

Here is a shining example of
Simonized cinema; a superalick
wise-cracking marathon that is
so unabashedly proud of its
glossy conceit that it wins one
over on spirit alone. "Butch
Cassidy" never misses a single
twinkle from Paul Newman's
sky-blue orbs and yet we smile
wider at every one. The film
never designs to be one up on its
audience, content to take us for
a joyride, though it is doubtful
that its heroes could put
something over on a cholera
ward. Butch thinks because that
is what he is best at, and this
intellect is complimented
perfectly by his buddy
Sundance, because he is fool
enough to listen to him.

Newman and Redford are one
of a kind and in this game, a pair
of aces win. Newman revitalizes
his star power, that had become
catatonic with his series of "H"
pictures ("Harper," "Hud,"
"Hustler," "Hombre,") by
allowing himself to play the
dope, giggling with every
mistake. Redford's cool and
spunk make him an obvious
successor to Newman if he
should ever close his eyes to the
camera.

The film moves like
Charleston dancers on a freshly
waxed floor with only one
unfortunate false, left-footed
step. Burt Bachrach has
composed the most intruding,
you-can't-see-me-but-you l1-
-kriow4'm-here -musida score
that may sound pretty on an
album without the film running,
but in the theater its
pseudo-bossa nova veneer makes

one sorry that at the Grammy
Award Astrud Gilberto didn't
catch him and beat him over tw
head with a lead CarAL

minner of four Academy
Awards including Best Score and
Best Song (there's no ace unting
for taste)

THREE VILLAGE THEATRE

To"! Tom! Toga- starring
Worid War UI; directed by
Richard Fleischer

Remember those Audie
Murphy "war is hell!" movies?
Each film had heroes, villains,
derring do prostitutes with
hearts of gold, inescapabe
prisons that only good guys
could escape from, small prayers
to God, photographs of old girl
friends, and always a flag around
the comer keeping the spirits up.
Well it's about time you realized
that it was kid stuff! Now stand
up and fight like a man! It's a
lucky thing that "Tora! Tora!
Tora!" (hereafter referred to as
Tora!, one is enough of a
warning) is rated "G" so that
every red blooded American
child can see war as it really is,
for (nothing was spared to bring
this chronicle of truth to the
screen and it is valid in every
way!) "Tora!" is proof how
expensive, boring, wasteful and
tedious war is. No girAs, no
booze, no sex, no fun not one
gut grabbing charge up or down
a hill! Just get inside, on top of,
or behind your machine and
turn that power on. At least in a
duel you know who you're
shooting at.

Originally, Akiro Kurosawa,
the brilliant Japanese director
was supposed to have handled
the, haf of -the -m that deals
with the Japanese side, but h
bowed out leaving the entir
Napoleanic operation to director
Richard Fleischer, and he ha

stasd hi own Waterloo. His
caenra crew suffers from

and even the most
speewaclar pex ever
created come off like USO
bonfires because there is no
suspense or tension, only events,
f--ual, data procesd and in
triplicate. This is war in the
flesh! No wonder they say it was
helL It sure ain't nothin' to write
home about!

MALL THEATRE

Get Carter - starring Michael
Caine

Controversial tough action
film. Not reviewed at present
time.

PORT JEFFERSON ART
CINEMA

Invited back for a second
glorious week so that all you
Indian culture freaks can see
what's happenin - so skeeazow,
skeeazee, remember these
positions when you lay it on me

Kama Sutra - (X)
Hindu, Buddhst, lover of

yop
Kick off your sAn, yank off

that top
See graphic sex, no poses are

lost
Though done in the best

posible taste, of course.

every foot of their fun. It's like
being taken to a party whom
you don't know anyone and
having your date get nick and
pas out. The husbands never let
us into their fives; we wA.
endless encounter sessions, in
bars, toilets and bathrooms, but
other people are never
acknowledged as existing. These
men are in their own vacuum,
causing the root of their
problem to be something
Cassavetes was not aiming for.
Gone is the pain of "Faces"
because we are always outsiders,
forced to accompany people we
don't like who are always
laughing but never letting us in
on the joke. They strut and
preen like peacocks, and
Cassavetes gives his friends
plenty of room to spread their
fans. There is nothing more
irritating than a conceited
failure. "Husbands" is
pinpricking an area that needed
an incision to be exposed.

***** AND *****

Bora, Bora - why should
this week be any different. It
still is.

BROOKHAVEN THEATRE

sa - starring John
Canavetes, Ben Gazzara, Peter
IFalk; directed by John
Cassavetes

The stark, unflinching
close-ups and the grainy
photography of John Cassavetes
last film, "Faces" tore open
sores in the mask of reality and
sucked them dry. The pn
resulted from the ugliness of
honesty. Fhe faces are of
husbands- now, as Cassavetes
examines and probes the frailty
and futility of men who at one
time only wanted to have it
imade. We're only shown the
X-rays, however, and never the
victims. '*Husbands" is
,short-sighted because it is

egocentric and self-congratula-
tory, a film that applauds itself
for every insight it makes,
lingering, hovering,. and taunting
lover its self-imposed dilemmas
'until one no longer cares if
'they're ever tackled. aza,
'Falk, and Cassavetes ave bravura
performances as they have the
time of their lives but Director
Cassavetes insists that we see

Presents

Bumtch Ca$$idy
TMie Smie Rn

Students with ID-$.25
Graduate Students-$.75
University Community-$1.25

f: 7:00, 9:30, & 12:00
Jay 7:00. 9:30_& 12:00
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Art Cinema
Pt. Jefferson
HR3-3435
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Hidden Abortion Fee - |Local Referal Services I Chec ke

Police found fragments of three glass
bottles on the scene, apparently variations
of the common molotov cocktail.
University officials estimated the damage
to be between $50-75,000.

University president Hallowell decried
the fire-bombing, stating that he supports
discussion without violence. "[The
bombing] is an attack on the freedom of
the university and citzenls freedom."

The university reportedly had an
insurance policy for such incidents for up
to $50,000.

SDS at Tufts has condemned the fire
bombing as "indefensible".

The School of -Law and Diplomacy has
come under fire in recent months for its
role in Vietnam, and for its possible
connections with the CIA, which the
university administration denies.

-
-

-

W 

-
-
-

*.oImportedn .
Spanish

*.Sangria

Sm. ~ Wv, Ue em how9906

24 oz.BoHe e

.- 59¢h
YES
*.we have chilled wines

Jusit Rite liquor Inic.

Pathmark
Shopping Center

Stnithtown, L.I., N.Y. Phone 979-006
Store hour:
M-Th 9 am-e pm, Fr. & Sat. 9 -m 10 I

L-8916
.> * * v v~~~~~v ... v* . * **~~~~
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Contnue from 6
s for our clientsa") Isaaat the dew aspect Of

evUythin it has be hard for the mta to a in whether the
hospitals or the are fixing the fees. Obviouy, the
coopeattio of am an that of the other. For instance, if an

Cey doesn't apply a minimum u er of . Opatients, some
p hae refused to make beds available. In turn, aees hav

refused to efer padwmts to those hospitals which do not give back a
high perentage of the profit, at time daee the meal fees. A
gynecologis, asked if he obStCd to this aid, "Of course I do," and
then recounted how her doctor hod offered him $250,000 to
direct a n clinic, a modest salary considering the $4000 a
day some colleagues xe earning by doing abortion& .

Although all who testified agreed that the referral agencies are
clearly exploitative, opin varied about what to do about them.
Mat of the medies establishment favored some form of regulation.
But the women from the Abortion Project were opposed to
regulation on the grounds that it would legitimize the middlemen-
compared, by one doctor, to theatre scalpers who take advantage of
out-of-towners and, in effect, charge $100 for a ticket to the nearest
hopital.

It's not s 0upsing that a non-medical person, Reverend Howd
Moody, who heads the Clergymen's Consultation Service, came
closest to putting the referral industry in perspective. "A major new
health service of epidemic proportions has created confusion," he
stated, "beause abortion is legal in some states and not in others. As
long as this situation exists, referral agencies will continue to fill a
need." Reverend Moody agreed with the representatives from
Planned Parenthood and the Abortion Project that the long-range
answer is education and greater availability of free information. And
while he favored regulating the agencies currently in business
(everyone who testified was in favor of forcing the agencies to make
their fees explicit), he felt that they are a temporary thing. "The fast
buck mest be made fast, for once abortion is legal everywhere these
people won't be able to capitalize on the chaos created by the
differing situation from state to state."

Continued from PaW 5
Another roe similar to Family

Planning is Planned Parenthood. Pla
Parenthood has an abortion refeal service,
and is also, like Family Planning, run for
the most part by volunteer personnel.
According to Mrs. Green, a local Executive
Director of Planned Parenthood, their
Huntington office is funded by private
donations, and the proceeds of a non-profit
businessd 4Thrift Shopt 9I located in
Huntington. Mrs. Green explains that an
abortion done in Suffolk County costs on
the average, between $500 and $700. The
reason for this, says Green, is that there are
no abortion clinics in Suffolk County, and
therefore all such operations must be done
by a private physician in a local hospital.
Because of a legal stipulation, there cannot

be clinics mi Suffolk, but if there wre,
acodiDg to Green, such clnics could offer
abortions for much Jes than the current
rate of doctos and hospitals. Ll clinics
would do away with the necessity of
referring people to Nau and New York.

In additon to the services mentioned
here'- there are numerous other
self-supported referral services, some of
which are in Suffolk and Nassau. However,
when sing one of these services it is
helpful to know exactly how much of the
quoted fee goes to the referral service and
how much is for the operation. All of the
referral servces contacted stressed one
common point: abortions are not to be
thought of, in any way, as a birth control
method, but as a resort for those who have
not taken preventive measures.

MEDFORD, Mass. - A three-alarm blaze
reportedly caused by a fire-bomb
completely destroyed the office of the
dean of the School of Law and Diplomacy
at Tufts Sunday morning.

Not only was the Medford,
Massachusetts academic office totally

^™™----i----i»--»™»^ -- »^B destroyed, but there was substantial water

SAB & Benedict College and smoke damage to Fletcher Library, one
floor below. Student records remained

present intact, however.
The unversity's president, Berton C.

Hallowell, claimed that the arson was
* 1 - n T^V^^^ A T.^4, ' motivated by political reasons. Dean
\ ouze I-Jrv exert SL L1 Guloon, whose offce was the one involved,

is a staunch supporter of President Nixon's
and Policies in Southeast Asia, and at the

| r^ by x^ x resident's behest, visited Saigon twice as
Utniner kquash A . He also served as an embassy

1 | Official in Vietnam in 1954.

Friday, March 26 H Lobby | | r A
L 9:00 p.m. X __ l^^-

UPAP
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Tufts Office Fire-Bombedfi

Political Motivation Charged
lv ROBERT F. COHEN --



Eemnen tary Education
Methoafs Applications

are availatle
Monday-Friday March 29
10-1 2 a.m. April 2
2-4

Office of Teacher Preparation
Surge 4&1409

for information call: 3541
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Free Abortion Referral
Available ThroughI

University Birth Control and
Abortion Service

canl 610

Planned Parenthood-

Ar.-

For ig"nformat cag 732-2387
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Act is

Dead
WASHNGTON. M.C. (LNS)

-In the pamt three yews, an
-average of 7.5- bombingI and
destructions of state draft board
files have occurred each month.

This yeaw the Selective Servc
plans to start a mase
computerized "central registrant
data bank"* that would contain
the names, whereabouts, and
(Other additional information not
'yet dicoeof all the nation's
,young men.

1 Selective Service PesOffricer
IKen Coffee denied that the
decision to computerize draft
* records had to do with file
'destruction incidents. When
asked what would happen if the
,central data bank were blown
'up, Coffee said that it would be
impossible because the
components of the computer
were to be spread awound in
:various locations in the
[Washington area. '
' The data bank plnwas
i*announced at a Senate
'Subcommittee on Constitutional
'Rights hearing which, -accrdi ng
jto Senator Sam J. Ervin, Jr.
t(D-N.C.) was called "bcueit

isclear from the complaints
beng received by Congress that

Aeiasin every walk of fife
aeconcerned about the growth'

% of overment and private
jeod on individuals."1

Contdinued from Pay

ias whetber or not, ecause of
our finite reorewe cam tao"
advantage of the fact and use it
as a level against social stasis.

1rhus, scientists may s a - -
find themselves restdricted to the
mere study and reinterprotatikn
of data; dealing with gfreat
mysteries will be regrdedM' Vas tbe
drama of a past age.

Science, then might very soon
come up against finity. Mme
problem could be, Glass
conceded, in the interview,
insoluble.

Additional limiting factors can
be discerned as now restricting
scientific increment, but the
evidence is not thesatscas
fare of concretedaa Te
sociology of science is a new
field, and relatively few are
writing on the subject.
However, although relevant data
on scientific growth is largely
non-existant, and although it is
admittedly difficult to devise
standards for calculating
"'knowledge"', it is not
impossible for a scett
intimately connected with the
state of science in the United
States to credibly jug its line
of futureprges

And Glass has observed that
194a simple extrapolation of the
exponential curves shows
unmistakably that we have at
most a generation or two before
progress must cease, whether

eause the world's population
becomes insufferably dense, or
because we exhaust the poissible
sources of physical energy or

(couple s bul e per 4mite

|move than tochildren, and "*no
*parent will in that future time
have a right to burden society
,with a malformed air a mentally

incopetet cid."9
(Mlss contends that future

nun must, if he is to survive,
allow his genetic ehrateristics
to be changed. It will soon be

posbeto prevent the birth of
deformed or retarded children
.by ex mnig and effecting
:alterations either before
ffetti lzati on, by analyzing
'sperms and eggp, or at some
stage inm pregnancy. by surgical.
operations or drupB.

Howevwer, in none of these
incese must human diversity
be edgee It is imerative,
he said, to pwewerve the human
diversitywhh is aeknowledged
as the source of our evolutionary
dovelomet to the present

Every child, Glass feels, "has
the inalienable- right to a' sound
heritage," physically and
men tally, both frhis personal
happes and for the
*impoemn of the human race
as a whoe.

deplete some relcal
INNoUMcS, or becse *mast nicly
of anl, we poue ou
environment ot toxic,

"Mlany scetsshawe M
recent daesexamiined them

poes and have tried to flag
te runaway expvems The
peet general outcry, daily

growing stronger, agfinst
unlimited pplton growth
and heedless po tion of thle
environment offers a slight
ground for hope,." Calms allowed,
although with snicat

qulifications.
The momentum of

environmental pollution is so
great that "measures to apply
the brakes wiltake at least one
generation - say until the year
2000 - to reach fuDl effect."

He does not believe, h oweer,
that present governments can;
cc. ** I- Vlte crisis, for thev are
predicated o n the

rosuer-replceet ecnoy
whM..I-is Mersonil for our
ecoklogcal HIs. Not only
caitalism, but soilstoo.

Both types of governments
have co sist nay proven
themselves incapable of

cofoting the stainwith
sutions as radical as the

problem. Chang is a condition
that does not fit thenL

A great coptrsystem
whichwouldcontain all of

mankind's knowledwe in its
memory benks and make it

aaabefor instant retrieval, for
wse by governnmet plnnn

authorities to plot the effocts of
i -li-ausaion 10 acu

tool for prsrig the
enion et that esn

govemaenteam not prprdto

What is deserael nede is

at the mey leas an intenainal
agnywith full powers in the

area of environmental control,
But despite rising public pressure
on -_ica to stem the trouble
before it gets out of hand, Glass,

maitains only a modicum of
hope for this eventuality
VWterali zing befoe -it is too late.

ReMlity dictates even mWor
radica etmrpoe in

exitin goernena, however
unieythe actual posblty of

tile crainof a nowpoica
form is.

9M~an indeed faces bard time
uniess a new social and

econmicsystem, far more
repnieto human needsad

frmore fisgtdthan in the
past can be invented."

Simpl ovromn the
nco~al A rises says Mass, is

not Anuh Mm himself must
c Mage hi "once sacred rigbts

must after in many way& s. No

RrVJIERHEAD - Suffolk
County Rxecutive , HK Lee

Deniso noinaedDonald F.
Squires, thle -iector of the
Univensity's Marine Sciencie
Research Center, to a new
environmental advisory group in
Suffolk this week.

The advisory group is tile
Eniomental Quality Council

which was established under the
county charter revison approved
by voters hast tanl. Dens also
no~minated Dr. Gorge
Woodwell, senior ecologist at
Brookhaven National
Laboratory.

Two other positions on the
council which will review all
county projects for their
possible environmental effects
and make recommendations to
the County Legislature remain
vacant.

Dennison has said that he
feels that the council will have
more influence than most
advisory, groups because of the
calibre of the members he has
nominated for it. Legislator
John V.N. Mlein (R-C-St.
James), chimn of the
legislature, has said that the
council should eventually be
geven staff and funds to hire
consultants and conduct
independent --each He said
that action on the appointments
would be delayed until the
legislature gets acquainted with

By ALLAN HOCHBURG
Stony Brook students will be

able to work next fall semester
with a federal official or group
through the Washington
Semester Internship Program.

The Washington Semester
Program offers two
opportunities of study, students
can engage in a work study
situation with a senator,
congressman, federal bureau, or
a federal interest group such as

-the American Medical
Aaaociafioft. Moat -likely, the
first half of the prograM winl
involve patcpation in an
interest group while the second
half wil involve working with a
congre-isman relating to the
interest group. The program
consists of nine hours of
internship credit and sax credit,
houis of independent study. One
or two major reerhpapers
based on the intern's experience
axe also required.

For the Internship Program,.
Stony Brook students will
assume visiting student status at
the State University College at
Brockport. Beside Stony Brook,
jthe.University Center at Buffalo,
\and Colleges of Brockport,

Bufl, Cortland, Fredonia and
Geneseo and St. John Fisher all
spons or the Washington
Semetster PoaM.-
:Preference for the program

iwill be given to upperclassmen
and students with political
sckience bakrud. There will
also be a pasfail option for
]both pograms.

Now Showing

:What ha ppens when
.a professional killer
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Brookhaven Gym
Suffolk County community College
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Family Planning Center of Suffolk
289-5800 ext. 37

9-5 weekdays

Council on A bortion. Research
land Education

(212) 682-6856
Donation requested
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Coach Smoliak Determined
To Make Team A Winner

By AtAN 9CHIT
Under the leadehiD of "

Rick Smoliak, a former catmher
in the Mete ora tion, the
Patriots have the potential and
determination to be number
one. They already hae scouts
from the Atlanta Braves and the
N.Y. Mets interested in the
team's talent.

The -pitching staff appears to
be the strong point in the club.
With returning letteren Craig
Baker, who's been sharp'i
practice, and southpaw Brian
Flynn, the Pats' have a sound
nucleus in their pitching
rotation.

Infield Wanted
This year's main problem for

Coach Smoliak was to create a
capable infield. In the past, it
has been the infield that has cost
the club many ball games. But if
Lou Mazel at the hot box, and
"Jocko" Gondolfo and Neil
Weiss, both second sackers, can

*h_ w.vIlah far theS Fand wnith
CometnlroUgU 14JE an Act1S WUSA&

gloves and bats, the weaknesses Joe Dono, with Randy Steinl ei Coach Smoliak brings to the
that have plagued the team in and Ken Soroka, as back-ups. In team the determination and

the past will be eliminated. The the outfield, the team has Willy enthusiasm needed to win ball
rest of the infield, with Mike Norris, a potential games, which had been lacking
Weiner, and Bob Lieberman at Knickerbocker Conference under the former Coach Frank
first, Mike Moskowitz, and Triple Crown Winner, who gives Tirico. According to Mike

hard-hitting, good-fielding the power the lineup needs, Ken Moscowitz, "He's really psyched

freshman Bill Maritato, is solid. Marra, Larry Genser, Mike to win, and his enthusiasm
The catchers, all returning. Haymen, Flynn, and Mike makes us want to play harder

lettermen, we led by Captain Carmen. and win."

sI

|
I
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points, 23-18, as Sincerity's Dom Chang pumped in
successive outside shots. It was apparent that Garbage
was facing its roughest game since last year's playoff
finals. Though they were controlling the boards at both
ends of the court, Garbage was unable to penetrate
Sincerity's tight 2-3 zone defense.

Early in the second half, Garbage switched to a box
and one defense in order to stop high scoring Dom'
Chang. But Barry Spiro's hot outside shooting forced-
Garbage out of the zone as Sincerity pulled to within a
point of the lead. Throughout the last part of the second
half, Garbage's lead seesawed between one and three
points.

The dutch foul shooting of Larry Rose continually
enabled Garbage to thwart each Sincerity challenge for
the lead. Roe converted seven consecutive foul shots in
the waning minutes to bring Garbage to a hard fought
48-44 triumph. Dom Chang's 23 points paced all scorers.
Barry Spiro added 14 more for the losers. Garbage's
balanced attack was led by Howie Hecht and Larry Rose
with 12 and 11 points, respectively.

Last year's opponent for Garbage in the finals also
advanced to the semi-finalsx AWOL, led by guards Mike
Seidenberg and Andy Bondy, destoyed the Ed
McMahon Fan Club, 67-31. Hbe strong board work of
Steve Rosenberg and Lenny Schutzman continually
sparked a devastating fast break. AWOL has yet to face a
strong opponent this year, and most likely will not face_
a serious challenge until the finals.

James Gang

The James Gang, playing very sloppily, coasted to a
60-48 victory over the Aces. Once again led by Larry
Shapiro and Mitch Dinnerstein, the James Gang broke a
tight game wide apart in the second half with several
consecutive inside baskets. Steve Marra played an
outstanding game for the Aces in a losing cause.

In the final independent game, the Skylarks trounced
the previously unbeated Jox 61-41. Fast breaking and
forcing the Jox into numerous turnovers, the Skylarks
displayed an offense and defense that the Jox were
unable to cope with. The final score was much closer
than the game itself as the Skylarks dominated every
conceivable aspect of play. The Skylarks will oppose
Garbage in one semi-final ge; the James Gang will
meet AWOL in the other game.

In the hall leagues, first round action was completed.
TD2A's one point victory over a tough HM2A squad was
one of the week's outstanding games. Led by Al Franchi
and Mitch Perkiel, TD2A trailed by a couple of points
through most of the contest. But Mitch Perkiel's foul
shot and layup following his missed foul shot sewed up
TD2A's victory. Al Franchi led the winners with 17

410

...shooting remains the name of the f4ame-
photo by Robert Schwartz

points and Bob Bauer scored 19 for HM2A. The final

score was 41-40. M Us
Major Upset

In a major upset, JS2A defeated McDowell Cup leader
JHC2C3 47-44. The inability of C2C3 to stop Ed Yager
proved to be their undoing. Yager's 25 points led to the
defeat that might seriously hinder C2C3's attempt to
retain the McDowell Cup.

WIA1 won their eighth consecutive game, mashing
RBE2 91-24. Al, intramurals highest scoring team, was
led by Al Ray who has been one of the leading scorers
throughout the season. Ray finished with 38 points,
thirteen more than any other scorer this week.

In a battle marked by few turnovers, and outstanding
outside shooting, captain Stu Pinto's WWB2B3 defeated
a tough HM1A, 69-55. Dave Drucker's 24 points and
near perfect performance, combined with the offensive
and defensive punch of Steve Linehan, Stan Lafazan,
Rich Sass, and Eric Youngblood, produced the winning
margin in the victory over Mount. Jim Duffy scored 16
points on the losing side of the contest.

JS1A also won, 65-39 over WIC2. Joe Bellard and Bill
Gieckel each score; 18 points and Bill Bellard added 16
more for the winners. Joel Brockner's 21 points led
TD3B to a 62-40 victory over GGAOA3. ILA1 also won,
66-52 over HJC3. Paul Hausman was the Pme's high
scorer with 23 points for C3.»ammates workc a triangle pass-pattern, but...
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Feminine Approach
By RANDY DANTO

The Women's Recreation Association tried very hard to
get together enough players to participate in its first
Squash Tournament on March 10. They succeeded in
getting 9 players. These giris, however, were quite eager to
play in it.

Competition was along the lines of a single elimination
process narrowing the entrants down to semi-fiais. The
first semi-finalists were Ann Marie Milos and Mady
Rexhouse. Ann Marie Milos smashed Mady Rexhouse

scoring 15-6 and 15-1. The other semi-finalists were Faye
Sands and Gail Ironson. The results were Hailr to the
first - Gail Ironson crushed Faye Sands 156 and 15-2.

It was then between the two winners, Milos and
Ironson. Irnson put up a tough fight but lost to Milos
15-4 and 15-8.

iSB Places Sixth In Tourney
Competing last Saturday in sixth, Stony Brook placed ahead

their first Rider College Team of such schools as: Rutgers,
Bowling Tournament, the Stony Farleigh Dickinson, and Lehig.
Brook bowling team placed sixth Adelphi University copped
in a field of fifteen colleges. the tourney, with West Virginia

Steve Polivnick was high man University a close second. St.
for the squad, with a 175 overall Peters College, took the third
average, followed by Steve spot, while Rider College,
Kosstrin at 173. Jim Seligman, Trenton State College and Stony
Steve Bilizi, Ted Thoren, and Brook were closely bunched at
Mike Carman, also contributed the fourth, fifth, and sixth
in the strong showing. In taking positions, respectively.

». , -
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I ntramursals
with

a Marc Jacobs
The basketball playoffs, as incredible as it may seem,,

are progressing to their quarterfinal stage in the hall

leagues and the semi-final level in the independent
leagues.

In the independent bracket, the contest between
defending school champion Garbage and Sincerity
proved to be one of the playoffs most dramatic games.
Garbage, with a front line averaging over 6'3", was
heavily favored to beat a much smaller Sincerity club by
a wide margin. Averaging well over 80 points a game,
Garbage's lineup included many of the players from last
year's championship team as well as the addition of
ex-varsity guard Lance Lefferts, 6'3" Frank Friedman,
and 6'4" Howie Hecht.

Gadage Vitory
Garbage took an early first half lead and opened it up

to as much as a nine point advanta towards the end of
the half. Throughout the half, the strong board work
and inside shooting of Howie Hecht proved invaluable to
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S.B s Next door Neighbors

Are You a Resident When
It's Time to- Vote?

1
I
I

Photo by Bob Wsbenf«d

toEverythin-g You've Always Wanted
About NeverKnow Europe Iu

Got Around to Finding -Out for Yourself
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As py a poibl t concept of grok means to something and tcUndersta it to the point where one ca unite with it. People may grok objects,houghts, and each other. It is a beful oncept. This publicao will be d----d to

hat concept.Grok w apper in a monthly. m zine format. It will attempt to bring you in-depth
ies, ieteviewp and featues that due to lack of space, time, and interest cot be

ound in the r pges of 8tm .We welcome your uand ciicms of it. Please direct them to the _bttice. We also encour anyone interested in wditnng or withng w Gk's production
.0 plSee s L
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EVERNG YOU ALWAYS WANTED
w
a 1TO KNOW ABOUT EUROPE BUT

CW NEVER GOT AROUND TO FINDING
E3 LIT FOR YOURSELF
W The sane -ts mative to the summer job

5^ -is explored In an sectionb thtdp3 wi advisel you, YOU's other thiV, on
fc=3 how to find a train stationa i wt
© - eoune to avoid mg short skirts,

w re youre sking your life wban you
ft * cross the street, and, not to forget, how

to book a fliht PAGE 3

THE PEOPLE NEXT DOOR
^y In~~t a Isract of Land sdwicW!hedbewn

Tabter Q4ad and the surge buildings
f^\ dozems of familes we busy holding
AY bakyard c ookkourd washin the famny

> 3 . ~car, page o "catch" on the front lawn, or
_JQ sitting mes m bz ht i front of a t.v..screen. hey we "the people next door."

(JQ esidents of a housin seign
9 development tin offers, them a sprawling
C==3 n university that exin AWdight up to their

- back doors. How do they Hke the Idea of
having a few -hs dens as
their next door neighbors? PAGE 14

VOOTNG IN SUFFOLK COUTTY: ALL
POWER TO SOME OF THE PEOPLE

What exactly does the I 8-year old vote
mean for Suffolk County? Several
political dndlded students say it could
mean a g deal If Stony Brook students
r~d eg e mn masse in Suffolk. But th e
o county electionsrd has rhadetermined
that university students, alto ugh they
may spend nine months or moxr here, are

not couaty esieno ts nWd thus 1neUgbft.The ploo and cons of the case will
probably be brug to the surface. in a
court battle, but in the meantime the

is s d, in this article.

PAGE T«
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COORDINATED BY:
CARLA WEISS
and RONNY HARTMAN

About March of every year, college students
faced with one more crisis -the rapidly approaching
summer. Should you spend another summer fighting old
ladies as a busboy at the Pirnes in South Fallsburg, or
should you fight the subway hoards as a messenger on Wall
Street or should you fight nine-year-olds at Camp Happy
Times. Then again, maybe you should take Psych 102 in
summer school; after all you are behind three credits, or
maybe you should just stay at Stony Brook and do
nothing.

But wait! There is that one idea that is always there,
lurking in the back of your mind. You have threatened to
do it every summer since high school but something has
always come up - split for Europe!

It's the same story every September. You return to

Photo by Phil TVl

school and all the Idds*on your hall dazzle you with little
tales; like how they got Ust in-a tttle town in the south of
France or how this English farmer gave them a place to
sleep and dinner. The bet story you have is how you got
mugged on Ocean Parkway. Well, this series of articles m
Grok is for you. .

What follows is a compilation of the experiences of
other students who have gone to Europe. Most of them
spent much less mone than you imagined. In these
articles they are saying what they have learned, what they
wish they had known and how they feel about their
travels.

We dedicate this section of Grok to those who already
have their tickets and passports, to those for whom Europe
-is still a far-off fantasy, but who can dream, and those
somewhere in between.

Know About Europe But N ever

>

3
c I"W

I
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'Whatever your
tastes, needs and
budgets there is an
,easy way for you to
get where you want
to go inside
Europe."

Page 4G GROK Marrh f:; 1 Q71

By JAMES R.FRENKEL
When you board the plane and

see the marshlands of Jamaica
disappear from view, there is a
feeling that you have just taken a
Big Step. The experience of
travelling in Europe doesn't begin
here, though. Not until you step
through customs somewhere on the
Ather side of the Atlantic are you
committed to the joys and terrors

f real travel.
There is an infinite number of

ways to travel in Europe, ranging in
;tyle and cost from the ease and

Vpeed of a jet, skimming hundreds
Of miles through several countries

jn a matter of hours, to a relaxed
walking tour of perhaps a hundred
miles of wooded countryside in
several months time.

Whatever your tastes, needs and
budget, there is an easy way for
/ou to get where you want to go
nside Europe. The methods

discussed below have all been tried
and used successfully and enjoyably
by many kids who've logged
hundreds of thousands of miles
(kilometers) in Europe.

Travel is what you make it.
Everyone has a different dream of
the perfect way of doing it, so what
is good for one may not be at all to
your liking. In deciding how you
will go from place to place:
therefore, your major consideration
should be your own life-style.
Don't hassle your head about
getting to see everything you can.
That way lies disaster and misery.'
Instead, as is best in many things,
go with the flow. Don't let anyone

here or there tell you where and

when to move. As you spend time
doing the thing, you'll begin to
formulate your own ideas on what
would be good.

While travel is an extension of
your personal life style, you also
affect others. Europeans, contrary
to the dreams of Mr. and Mrs.
Silent Majority, aren't mere actors
hired by a travel agency to provide
local color. Europeans have their
own social "mores" and you are the
stranger. If you show a fair respect
for the cultures of those countries
you visit, you will find that the
people are on the whole at least as
friendly and reasonable as
Americans. Don't expect, though,
that every German will speak
perfect English. It's their country,
not yours.

In the Old World, the American
student has a host of advantages in
travel open to no other class of
people. First of all, you'll find that
travel is cheaper,/an here, no
matter what means you choose.
There are lots of discounts for
students only. Despite a certain
amount Af fascist resentment of
young long-haired hippie types,
most people in the majority of
Western European countries treat
students as the paying customers
that they are.

Secondly, almost everything is
cheaper in Europe. The most
glaring exception is gasoline, which
costs at least (catch this) 60 cents
and as much as $1.10. There are
even ways to get around the high
price of petrol, though, and we'll
get to that too.

Your first concern however, will

be getting out of the airport
seaport or terminal where you
arrive. So it is with a feeling of
anticipation and dread that we step
into the real world and to a
discussion of

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU
ARRIVE IN A NEW PLACE

It's a special kind of emptiness,
the feeling of being lost and alone
in a new place. The idea is to
become a functioning person again.
Two things will help immediately:

First, get currency that will be of
some use to you.

Second, get a map of the city
and find out where you are.

The currency problem is
nonexistent in a moderately sized
town, except on weekends and at
night. Even at those times, you can
probably exchange your money for
local currency at a special currency
exchange or, lacking such a facility,
a bar or restaurant.

If nobody has told you before,
allow us to advise you to get
traveler's checks before you leave
New York. The two most popular,
easily cashed and generally useful
are American Express and Thomas
Cook's & Sons, Ltd. American
Express is the largest American
company issuing such notes, but
Cooks is the largest British
company, having just as many
representatives and a better
reputation in Europe.

When at all possible cash your
checks at a bank. Next best is a
travel agency. In a pinch though,
these two types of checks can be
cashed just about anywhere in

Western Europe. The difference
between banks and other places is
in the rate of exchange. Banking
houses follow the currency market
closely and deal in large volumes so
they can charge only a minimal fee.
Other places may decide to give
you a bum deal.

By the way, you can get your
traveler's checks at the same time
you visit the tourist bureaus of
various countries in New York City.
Cooks is on Fifth Avenue and 46th
Street, and there are American
Express offices all over. The cost is
$1.00 per $100 for American

Express and 75 cents for the same

amount of Cooks Checks. One
incentive to buy Cooks is their
letter service. As does American
Express, Cooks provides a letter
pickup service for their customers.
They will forward your mail to
another office for free, while A.E.
will charge you a most unseemly
surcharge for the service.

Ah, yes - to find where you are,
seek out the tourist bureau of the
city where you are. There should be

Continued on page 5

Getting Around Once You Are There
IWd
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example, you can't find a place to
stay in Madrid for the night, you
could, if you wanted, flash your
Eurailpass to the conductor of a
train going to say, Barcelona. You
step into the first empty
compartment (not too many
Spanish can afford first class),
arrange the seats so they meet in
the middle to form a most
comfortable bed and sleep away the
midnight hours rattling back and
forth in gentle harmony with the
train.

As long as we're in Spain, you
might as well learn the truth about
the (sic) trains in Spain. They're the
worst in Europe, possibly the worst
in the world, despite the efforts of
the LIRR. They are incredibly
slow, terribly hot in the daytime,
have dirty bathrooms most of the
time, overbook to the point of
insanity and never tell you why you
haven't moved in four hours.

We applaud, however, the noble
efforts of the Spanish people over
the years who have provided
starving American students with
their first good meal in days, weeks,
years. Wine by the gallon jug, bread
by the childrens' size (four feet)
loaf, loads of fresh fruit and cold
cuts make the Spanish train an
experience to be enjoyed and
remembered on many a cold
winter's night.

We must leave sunny Spain,
though, to return to the third major
plan for paying for brains. This last
plan is in reality many plans which
the iddu W.aiqy oi
offer to anyone for any-sort of an
arrangement. Most companies offer

Continued on page 12
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an office in the main train station
and erainly m the airport. They'll
certainly give you -at least a toy
map of the city which shows all the
Wienerwald restaurants, and some
cities have most excellent maps of
streets, transit lines, landmarks, etc.

Once you have an idea of where
you are, it's a good idea to do
something, anything. Walk outside
the station and look at the people,
or find a place to stay, or go to a
park or eat lunch. Don't stay in
that train station, though. The
worst cases of homesickness have
been known to develop at such a
time.

You may have noticed that it
seems easy to exchange money.
Well, sometimes it's impossible. In
spite of tremendous odds in your
favor, there may be a day when you
simply can't find a place that will
accept your money. But, true to
the insane and ridiculous nature of
life, there is a way to pay your way,
even if the natives spit on your
checks and tear them up. (They are
easily replaced.) Simply do as the
world does and take with you an
ample supply of one dollar bills,
American George Washington style.

Believe it or not, the American
Dollar Bill is just about the most
universal form of currency in
Western Europe. People will accept,
nay, prefer dollar bills to even their
own currency. If you try this and
are refused, which seems indeed
fantastic, accost a stranger on the
street and he will probably take and
change your money at ;a g6od rate.
This seen slightl isupernatutMa
perhaps, 'but there is a very logical
reason behind it. You'll have to

wait to fmd out, though, because
you're about to be treated to a
discourse on the merits and means
of

TRAVELLING BY TRAIN
Trains are great in Europe. Ask a

European how he travels and he
will probably be going by train.
Trains are cheap, fast for most of
the 100,000 miles of track and a lot
of fun even where the going gets
rough. They allow you to see the
country without exposure to the
cruel elements, in the company of
travelers from all parts of the
continent. (Actually, two
continents, ours and theirs.)

While the United States struggles
to complete vast unfinished
stretches of the Interstate Highway
system, Europe has had a highly
sophisticated network of trains for
years. The Europeans have simply
decided on trains instead of cars.
And it really works. There are
several ways you can pay for your
ride. The most direct way is to
simply shell out each time you step
onto a train. This system has few
advantages to recommend it and
quite a few drawbacks to make you
want to pay some other way. First
off, it is the single most expensive
way to take trains. Secondly, you
have to wait on lines all the time.
Thirdly, it's a hassle, period.

The second plan -is called
Eurailpass. Basically, this is a device
invented by those crafty Europeans
for rich, middle-class or even poor
Americans who are spending at
feast three -weekEs >in 2Europg :-
want no hassles getting on and off
trains. A very good thing, but not

half as good as their newer thing,
which is called appropriately,
STUDENT RAILPASS. Basically
the same concept as Eurailpass, the
student pass is slightly different and
each plan has good and bad points.
The student pass entitles you

-("bona fide full-time high school,
college and university .students
between 14 and 26 years of age, in
North America, Cenaal America
and- Japan") to two months of
unlimited rail travel on any trains,
ferries, busses, etc. operated by the
railroads of the Western European
countries. It doesn't include the
British Isles, and is bounded on the
northeast by Denmark, Sweden and
Norway, on the east by Italy,
Austria, West Germany, and on the
south and west by water. It costs
only $125. You ride second
class, which is better than most
American trains in all but Spain and
Italy.

Eurailpass costs more - $200 for
the same amount of time, but you
can get a three month Eurailpass
for $230, or a one month pass for
$140, as well as a 21-day pass for
$110. Eurailpass gives you thus
some flexibility of time. Though
you might be in Europe for two
months, you might want to spend a
full month in one place, thereby
wasting a month of your student
pass. The Eurailpass differs also in
that it gets you into first class
accommodations wherever,
whenever you go.

Tis--=seeming snobbery can pay
hilttg vendSf o ant.

You can go on any rain at any
time. That means that if, for
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you; it may prove ina for
carng lunch, pasport, camera,
clothing etc., on side trips and will
dore in very little spIac.

Be sue to n cope of
i_.y m est, r pusilo

and e e pt for fo n made
valuables such as camer

Otew_ you may hae tZroble
with US to s on the way bek
in. Me best way to aoid
duty on goods that hae aedy

ne through customs once bore
in to lister ewih customs in

before a on your
tripr-thr wf give you a certificate
to show tee customs men at
Kegnd.

"Despite advertisers claims, the
airline may not let you carry on
board -one of those giant
'under-the-seat bagd.'

4"Avoid flights to Israel with
bar-mitzvah p i groups. It's
a ten hour flight and they make so
much noise that you can't sleep."

Toilet paper is very ,different
from what we are used to. It varies
from sandpaper to the substance of
waxed paper with "Property of the
Brtitsh Government" wrtten across
each sheet. In southern countries be
prepared for bad plumbing, and
don't always plan on hot water
unless you pay for it.

Tourists are taken advantage
most of in Italy.

Don't take a tour-no
explanations, just don't.

Try not to rush through cities.
Youll meet few natives, be very
tired and see very little. Include

sml towns on your iraq.

Hostels may not be the most
pleasant places at which to stay,
but- they are phenomenally cheap
(under a dollar) and convenient. At
most hostels you will be obliged to
do some sort of little chore, such as
washing and drying the dishes after
breakfast, or sweeping up the
communal room. Don't be
surprised and don't be insulted,
someone has to do the work (and
there aren't any servants around)
and besides it leads to a communal
spirit. Sometime when there isn't
anywhere to stay at all. youll wish
you had a hostel card, so carry one
around. A hostel card usually costs
eight dollars and can be bought
from American Youth Hostels
Headquarters, 30 West 17th Street
(phone number 256-3310).

you know you will be staying at
"CycHin brinf you doeto the

la4dw he siat the fed and
exposes you to pee vy db-
It iaes it ie for you to stop
whneer you wat to in orde to
rest, shoot pIctres w oehn
you cant dwe yoU are lp
in a car afte Ieting a hch"

bEvery girl should definitely be
on the pill; you never know who
you might meet and what kind of
relationships you might become
involved in."'

When hitching, bitch on ma
roads and in tions, but never
stand on the main supighwy
It's forbidden and besides the cars
go by so fast that they don't have
time to stop. Instead pa yourself
on the speed-up lanes that lead into
the highways, it's allowed there.

Carry a map when hitching and a
sign. If you can't- speak the
language you can communicate
where you want to go by pointing
at the map.

Travel light (when hitching)
because most European cars are
small and can't contain much

Take trains at night and get a
free night's sleep.

Girls get rides the ea_,es a guy
and a gid are usually pretty lucky.
However, guys alone or in pairs
seem to fare the worst. Although
appearance isn't xchsively an
important factor, guys slaved
attempt to make themselves look
either ine g or a s as
possible, and should not come on
toostrongly in a wptive way.

Even if you can't speak the

people are more fowa but Is
barmful in Italy- and yet also
immature.

Don't avoid a country because of
ethnic or historical prejudices, what
you hear may- not always be true.

Txy not to stay at
4 Americanized" hotels. The
(qucker you get accustomed to the
fact-that Amerian-type comforts
are not vey available in Europe,
the easier it, will be for you to enjoy
your traveing and not get aled
about unimportant this.
Europeans- can live that way and so
can you.

Figure out a loose tinerary but
don't plan on keeping to it too
strictly.

Choose very carefully your
traveling companion-make sure it
is someone who will want to do and
see the same things you do, or if
not is willing to split up
temporarily, will spend
approximately the same amount of
money that you do, and don't ever
be afraid to split up if it becomes
unbearable. It's very easy to meet
other people with whom to travel.
Go to hostels, student hotels,
student cafeterias, local hangouts
and even American Express and
look at i boards or advertse
yourself.

Photographers: Traveling around
with too many cameras can become
burdensome and tiring. so limit
yourself. If you bring film with
You yo sould know that some
countries have qoas on the
number of rofls of film (also on the
number of aeas) that you can
bing into the country. Cal the
local contlab or rve ane y for
informato.,

Everyone should think about
taking a camera along, just to have

reminders of your trip when you
come bacg. Also keep a diary, it
will give you something to do and
will eve you some perspective on
the trip.

Bring a fold-up i t, for both
rain and to sleep on.

Don't hitch in the rain if you
don't have to; driven never seem to
be sympathetic on rainy days.

Bring bread and cheese and a
cantee of water for long hitching
waits and so that you dont starve
in the Addle of he In- most
co tbee s ac so cheap
and good that it's worth it.

Spain: There aent many cars so
don't hitch. If you are a gir be
pepared for the way man treat
women. (fins goes for Italy- too.)
Don't wear short skirts because it
antagonis the men, who in An
angnie you. They treat gi&
terribly and hoot at them You
don't see other women in Spain
except in the compay of men or i
they dde ol

Buses don't run on Saturday in
TM -el. -

la s d. aAmria stuen doaot have
muc tocmonwt youg
peopie WM Yamn1

Use a pack instead of suitcase.
They ae e y acceptable so
you won't look Annie and
besides they are a lot more useful..

When .i.ing: Stay off highways
beause most non-motor roads in
Europe have a separate bicycle path
on the side of the road. Buy.
saddleba to put on the back of
X bicycle. Try to ask people in

hotels, gasstations, etc., about the
terrain of roads you pan to travel
on. Hostels in Europe are sad
one day cycling distance apart. Try
to bicycle into cities after the
morning rush of cars, but don't be
afraid. There will always be other
.cycliss ost Europeans don't
have cars. Also bicycles must obey
all traffic laws like can in Europe,
police will ticket you if you don't
obey these laws.

If you take a suitcase or two,
make them as fight as possible. But
if they ae heavy you can buy
wheels London to roll them on.
Also leave bagage at train sta
lockers and don't lug it around
while looking for a place to stay.

Italian trains are never on time
but never a dull ride.

"Watch nss s
Indon and Amsterdan, you are

taking your fife into your ow
handw."

If you want to receive letters, tell
your correspondents to forward
mail to .you at the American
Exprest Office in whichever city

language, leam a couple of the
most important words and use
them. If you attempt to
communicate you'll find the effort
reading. Natives tend to warm up
to you if you are friendly and
gracious.

Deinitely carry a student ID
card for low rat museums and

ovies Eand soe at hotels It
costs a dollar nd is availabe to all
students Write the U.S. National
Stident Association at 70 5th
Avenue and 39th Street (phone
tiv*ta A7- L7A9-nAI-

Spanish trains are very poor,
riding fourth class, wooden
benches, uncomfortable and very

Pag JlG
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SAB FLIGHTS
^To provide Stony u uy,

staff and their ms the lowe poe trave
costdq the A'ldent Activities Board has oed
with 500 schoos frm the east to wt ot in a
new travel opprtuit -pr 'ram. h col

involved we memers of fte N

EntetaimetConfrne an raizto
designed to aid in cps nr it
pro~amming. "W NEC has _a e Group

Twvel Aociates of to act as thr
representative to desg ams for camp

vacation
CuMetOy, the SAB is offeng a

vac ba in Spain, which i A-udesa rud
trip flg om a DC8 jet, ground tnsfe,

lo~dgg and free car for $213 i -
Optional side trips to Alhamba, Mdi and

Tangies wfll be made available. 11ou& the
dea e date ha ps ed, it is still pble to

bk this f
Summer flights to Eurpe wfll also be leaving

on June 1 to Amsterdam and reing Aug. 11

(S167), on June 7 to July 8 to jodo ($167),
and July 10 to Sept.1 to L ($195). This

pnoe includes tansporation only on a DC-8 jet.
Applications for the Spain vacation and summe

flights ae available at both the man desk and
the Polity office in the Union.

The SAB pans to expand the travel prram
next year to include Christmas and mtersesaon
vacations as wel, with the possibilities of low
cost dd trips to Europe, fligts to Puerto Rico,
Bermuda, Vg Islands, and Mexico. Possibilities
exst that the summer flight program may also
be expanded to include India and Israel if a
sufficient demand is dem atd .

.-1

renown anonymous

-

Fill your knapsack and then walk around with it as a trial run. Now repack it. leaving out
the things that aren't absolutely essential. This way you won't have to worry about the
pack being too heavy when it's too late to dump things.

Also bring along a money belt or a small easily carryable bag in which the following items
can be palced: health certificate, travellers checks, drivers license (you never know when
you'll be doing some driving). maps, address books, etc. Keep this with you at all times!

; Mairchi 2,911GROK"

skirt or dress that doesn't

need to be ironed
Light weight bathing suit

(can double as underwear)
Sleep sheet if you are -hostelling
All purpose pocket-knife
Paperback books that you
can get rid of if the weight
is too much

Powdered detergent packets
(to wash clothes overnight)

Soap. toothpaste, toothbrush
(but keep everything to a
minimum, you can supply
or resupply yourself in a
European drugstore)

Plastic towels come in very
handy (so does a coil of rope)

Towels
Aspirin and perhaps
vitamin pills

Canteen

Two pairs of good sturdy shoes,
and for warmer climates,
a pair of light sturdy sandals
,old-up rain poncho

:nough changes of underwear
in case you can't wash things
out every night, but no more
than necessary

A warm sweater or light coat
(you'll be surprised how
cold some countries can
get)

First-aid kit
Sewing kit
Socks (definitely if you do

a lot of walking)
No more than two pairs of

pants, two or three shirts.
a pair of shorts (some

people consider even this an
extravagence )
Girls should take at least one

Hints and Recollections were
submitted by some very nice
people: Iris Brossard, Neal
Fellenbaum, Joanne Heisel,
Jon HausheerMarsha Prhader,
Dara Rosenberg, Bob Weisen-
feld, and a few who wish to
remain anonymous.

PageSG

What to Put inYour Knapsack
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Monday, Jul,
Whle in Norway, I jned

nic studets ad taeirnd
Geanbgh vcdksaexL

drove from Odo, in -aecord
days, all the way down tc

One mo , Diane and Iour com and 1
F~lorenc. We. wore kirts to
ourselves seem ble i
land of"Latmnlovers." It wasnl
long before a Flat 500 stoppe
we made the aca
Hennanno, a 30ish balding I
l iessman, very much takb
by the harms of two encha

young It z

take much to co e us to
four3course and absolutely ddi
meal 0 to go swm at a
pine-wooded beach, and to m
short detour at Pisa. Not wish
be rude, I anno took us-
familyw s tent and miroduce
wife, her sister, his brother-i]. _- - _- _ -21 . __ -2 -11

-the two cnu#ren and all te
neighbors (ring the summer
vacation, Italian families camp In
almost house-like tents at certain
private beaches.)

We were given supper and invited
to sleep over in the tent of Guiseppi
and Francesca, a delightful old
couple, overwhelmingly hospitable
and entertaining Word bad spread,
by this time, of our arrival, and
pretty soon about six of the most
eligible young bachelors had come
over to gawk at us. Probably the
funniest incident tat day was
when Diane and I were awakened
by scraping no at the side of our
tent We heard faint whispe
calling out our names and
Guiseppl's angry voice yelling "Go
away, you bad boys!' Our
deseate Latin lovers" had been
digging under the tent in an effort
to spirit us away during the nights

Monday, August 3:
I was iing in the hostel

breakfast room In 1auane,
Switzerland, waing for the English
boy who had answered my note
tacked up on the bulletin bard,
and who was to acompany me on
the journey back to Amsterdam.
We took the bus out of the city and
painflly and slowly we- made our
way up through Germany, the first
night reahing only Basel

cm toU We d peror
in the road and a bigs or
st p Utifully d o the side of
the rad, or I wuld akd e
ihle PMil hid in twe 1ushes, Sd
often we would hoid out map
with tbe out in
bic bold letters. It seemed so
totaly unartadsiean three
bdfelt weos, we e ed
A _steidam in tre days, when the
cwo Calif omian we had left north
of Bud ed two days befoe !

Friday, August 21:
We were back in Dover, .dter

taking a midigt ferry from
dstende, Beiguim and sleep.g
the open deck aongde 70 other
deeping bag It mm ox in the

_morig and the loe road was
peael ad peasant and
unfounatMy vey empty. Several
hours -aWm, as some I

C, a voftswan crowded
with three vg German
dtudentsw dreeched to a halt and
somehow suCeedIed to in
two more PM_ At one point,
uinag the lazy ride southwest, we
pulled ofn the road and al five
of us took a short nap in the coel,
m~mo g sum We made it to
Swenage early teveng some
200 miles from where we started. It
was probably the asiest yet most
successfl iting day that whole

aummer'
Several days Uter we headed for

Wales, and met two Welsh bov
hitching home after an aborted tirip
,to London. They persuaded us, in
tik, adby undesadabl
roge, to spit up wfth them as far

:as tbek^T^t~f^iitnfnytB w
might get a ride quice than- a
'dirty long 9air.' My giiend and
her co on made the
destinatin one very quck ride,
but we two fared much worse.

After a long period of nervous
wa, a kind-hearted, bearded
SC mmn n un alnna lnnth

every other ing hitchhiker on
the road. We rejoined our
comarades and their driver, who
took -my giid and me all the
way to Ystemtuen in cental Wales.
He even took us up the two mile
long; winding, dirt muntain road
to the town, which consisted of one
grocery store, a phone booth, a
mailbax, the 20 bed hostel, and the
sheep farm on which the hostel
warden lived.

We had, no trouble hitching m
England and never had to wait very
long. Drivers were usually friendly,
talkative and mn ranging from
construction workerp to ritzy
busnessmen ineomous cars.
-Once, hitching near the of
London, we were picked up by a
millionaire in a Bentley who owned
300 dry-cleaning store cains We
didn't even have to plan any
itinerary bcause wee barraged
with very helpful information
about the best places to visit from
every inger wbumpe d to.

Diring the last two weeks of our
stay in Europe, we made it to
southwest England, northwest
Wales, and southeast back to
London, stopping leisurely at towns
on the way. Compared to the
harried, but, nevertheless
rewarding. road traveling on the
continent, Great Britain was
undoubtedly the leat difficult
place to bitch.

\°-%c

fied up to its cap . Two
Califomians joined us as we roamed
the city and final found the local
YW and'YMCAs.

The next m g split up,
makg bets as to which couple
would get to Aterdam fistv The
Califorians got a ride right away,
we had to wait two hours. Most of
the day was spent in a lumber
delivery truck with a beer-bellied
undershirted yet friendly
tuck-driver type. Ibe truck broke
dow and we were towed by tfhe
German 4AAA" to a gas stat

atended zientiry by women in
workpants and boots. A very
fmiliar sit il cental Ga y is
the pes e of almst the entire
U.S. army; I had never seen so
man rewrcutted youg Ameian
solir being carte off in
cunles army trucks.

At one point, whiltcing on
the autobahn, my conn went
up te road to talk anott e
hitchh}ike s ad left me to guard the
gear. Suddenly, a car m aed
Polizci shot out of the bushes.
Instinctively, I sat down on the
gass and n y twidded my
thumb uti a big bulky shadow
loomed over me and growled
'PWassport." By this ime I w
ejoined. by my accomplice, and the
two of us were s to walk
three miles to the. ext rest Stop
and resume our de ling from there:

We reluctantly trudged the route,
followed closely by our appointed

ardians and went through four
hours of hot, doy,
car after car passed us by. By duk,
a friendly SuthernA vowe
informed us that-he would us
as fi as Koln, and in between naps
the drawing voice related G.e
drinking s esThat night rwe

aged to get a good long deep,
as the traffic sped by our hiding
plane in the bushes, right outside
the city and in bck of the local
polic headquarters.

The next day doaged O m,
through long D eals of waiting
after being droed off at obscure
towns; and sometimes m In
desperation we inucribed our names
and the date on the road signs that
had become our steady
cmpanion. It took us three long
hot days to reach Amsterdam and
we tried every ick to attract the

or\
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"The most frustrating and often
embarrassing situations occur in the
process of finding out when, where.
and how much to pay on buses in
each city-especially if you don't
speak the right language. You are
often looked upon as one of those
many Americans who are trying to
bum around the world. You know
you're dying to pay for the ride-
but how? In parts of England, you
enter at the front of the bus, tell
the driver where you want to go,
and then he'll tell you the price. In
Amsterdam you get on in the rear
and pay a set fare. In Copenhagen.
you get on in the front (or is it the
back?) and buy a series of seven
tickets, and you're "on your hon-
or" for the next six rides (there are
guards who check every once in a
while). The best bet is to take it
slowly at first and board a bus
behind someone who knows "

"Watch out for Italian truck
drivers. Was hitching in Italian Alps
with a guy and was picked up by
truck driver who took them out to
eat "wined and dined them," and
then on the way started harassing

them in broken Italian wanted girl
to go into bushes with him, had gun

and hatchet in truck (but gun was-
n't loaded) he was getting mad so
they jumped out and ran up the
mountain, rang on doorbell but no
one answered. Hid way up in the
Alpine Mts.. and waited for him to
turn around at border and pass
them, before they ventured out
safely."

"If you really want to live with
the English, get served breakfast by
a vivacious middle-aged man who
wears a suit and tie. and who greets
you with a, "And what would you
like to eat today?" (with an English
accent of course)' Stay at guest
houses in England. In Salisbury, a
Mrs. Wilson was so eager to see us
that she was waiting at her front
door step waving hello to welcome
us in. After some tea and cookies
and stories of her husband's ship
adventures, and talk about Ken-
nedy College (Harvard for those
who need translation), she showed
us to her room-"two hours after we
arrived."

"It was raining and it was far
from a pleasurable experience to
hitchhike from the west coast of Den-
mark to Holding in the east. How-
ever, luck was on our side and we got
a ride which brought us right to the
farm on which we were supposed to
stay for three or four days.

We didn't know the people on the
farm. they were only names. Mr. and
Mrs. Vestergaard and their daughter.
Hedvig. But they were recommended
to us by friends as really nice people
who would be happy to put up a
couple of Americans in exchange for
a little help on their farm. Bob and I
found that they were extremely
hospitable people and we took de-
light in helping them with the farm
chores. I cleaned out the barn. Bob
and Hedvig pitched hay.

Thus we extended our three day
stay to almost two weeks and ended
it only because Hedvig was preparing
to go to Paris and we had planned on
goint to Copenhagen. We left the
farm. and reluctantly proceeded on
our way. Bob left even more reluc-
tantly and he seemed to leave behind
his quick wit and free spirit. He was
obviously the victim of some feminine
power which had captured his spirit.

We continued our European tour.
deciding that we should see Paris in-
stead of Copenhagen, not totally for
the Eiffel Tower. Bob and Hedvig
spent a great week in Paris. But then
the time to return to America was ___
coming close and htedvig had to re-
turn to Denmark. We split and went ^
our own ways-but that does not ___ j
end our story. Bob and Hedvig con-
tinued an extensive correspondence.
and the foUowin^mnwem -she'came'» ?-*

to America and spent'her vacation
with Bob.

Bob then applied to spend his jun-
ior year abroad in Leeds, England.
He was accepted and spent his va-
cations in England. And Hedvig spent
her vacations in England. And of
course, this story has a happy end-
ing. On Dec. 23. 1970 Bob and Hed-
vig were married in Denmark where
in June they are going to live per-
manently."

"Three of us in Paris. Our friend
Mitchell has just taken us for a
delicious dinner at Chartier's. a

restaurant in Montmartre that is a

converted library, with the old card

catalogs still in the walls and book-
racks serving as coat hangers. Drunk

out of our minds, we stumble into

Mitchell's favorite candy store.

where the candy is in huge sacks.

You pick a plastic bag and shovel in

the candy of your choice. Mitchell

picks up a two-pound bag. "Fill it

up." he says. Giggling mad\y. we

drop in handfuls of chocolate truf-

fles. non-pareils and roasted pea-
i nuts. Mitchell takes us to a cafe for

coffee and cognac. Euphorically
! smashed, we eat our candies and
? drink till midnight."

"I was on my way to a Joan Baez
concert in Western Switzerland
when I got lost and a boy came
over to me saying "Y a-t-M une
joint?" It sounded funny bearing
it...

"Y a-t-il une joint" became a
very familiar question. Swiss youths
would stop me as I walked down
crowded shopping centers. "Y a-t-il
une joint." Swiss parents would tell
me that the 'American invaders'
were bringing drugs into a country
which never knew what marijuana
looked like. And at every concert.
at every movie, there was always
someone "Y a-t-il une joint?'
"Voulez-vous une joint?" Strangers.
But it's the fault of the 'American
invaders' - whether the invaders
came from Switzerland, Germany,
Ireland, Norway, or any other
country on the face of the earth.
But Swiss children are too innocent
for that. say Swiss parents. There is
no generation gap in Switzerland.
There is respect. Oh. Swiss parents.
how naive you are; you don't know
your children. While your little
pure sweet Polyanna kids are saying
that drugs are being used by an
enormous number of Swiss kids.
the parents are saying 'no gap. No
drugs.' "

"Met a French girl student in
Edinburgh hostel and hitched with
her to Inverness, at little town
Kingussie where it was raining and

pretty chilly, [with no warm clothes
weren't able to get any rides for
several hours. A pixie, thirty-fivish
impish Scottish "hippie" type
named Duncan stopped in a little

car and took them to next town
Aviemore. a short ride on a back
road where he showed them the
forests and told them stories about
them. When he left them off they
were almost ready to take train but
there wasn't one and went to find
out about bus. there they met the
same man who this time took them
in a van all the way to Inverness.
Half way there he asked them to
step out (by this time there was a

third hitcher with them) and to
stay right there, came back in a
third car and took them to destina-
tion. There was a pop festival there.
biggest thing hit Scotland, and Dun-
can turns out to work for it. He had
done art work, painted stage, put
up advertising posters and knew
sponsors, so they got in to festival
free. were introduced to his friends
and entertained with stories about
rock groups. At the other side^of
town he picks them up in another

- car and drove them 20 miles to
next hostel. On the way. via Loch
Ness. took them free to a scientific
exhibit about the legendary mon-
ster. Had a great time."

.^ **--^^-- ^,. , *^r^C.J*^^-^-,-^*;' -"f ^^-* -- ̂l---^ * '- -.-*-. *.

"It was after ten in the morning

and the Belgium hostel had closed

for the day. As soon as I had

stepped out and the door had been

locked, it began to rain. Of course I

had left all my warm clothing and

rain gear inside the hostel, not

knowing the rick nature was to

play on me. In order to while away

the time and also to stay dry. I

wandered through the town's only

department store. I found a pair of

warm riding gloves that I needed.

and walked out of the store with

them without paying. By some sort

of twist of fate. I was afflicted
shortly by a stomach cold and was

so sick that I had^to be put in a

Paris hospital and forfeit a week of

my vacation. Although my illness

was most probably due to the

weather conditions that day. I

sometimes wonder if I wasn't being

punished for stealing those gloves."

"A Swedish girl and German boy
demanded, enraged, how my coun-
try could fight in Vietnam. After
carefully explaining to them that I
did not agree with the Govern-
ment's policy, they became skepti-
cal and then angered. When I in-
quired why they removed them-
selves from me because I could not
support a war-especially when
they too were against American
involvement in Vietnam-the girl
answered. "How can you not sup-
port your President?" and the boy
added. "Brandt is ... what is the
American word . . . hero-yes. al-
most a hero to us. I could never
condemn him in front of foreign-
ers." Loyalty. None of the German
Swiss. Swedish. Norwegian, or Is-
raeli students would comment
against their leaders. This might no
be a reflection on the magnanimity
of their government as much as the

__ fact that most of these youths wen

y y upper middle class or upper class
. and possibly did not recognize
.«_ some of the injustices ... " x

lOM3

OPr^»"
"My plane landed at Heathrow

Airport at midnight. I knew no one
in London and I had no idea where

to go. I was by myself. I took a bus
(the firsthand only one I saw) and
ended up at Victoria Station. I
started walking around with my
pack on my back. looking for some-
one to talk to. The streets were
deserted at this hour ... it was 1
a.m. Finally I saw a guy standing on
a corner, looking at a map under
the street light. He had a suitcase
and a duffle bag with him. I walked
up to him. and before I could say
anything he asked. "Rarlez-vous
Francais?" It figured - the first
person I meet in England and he's

FRENCH.
With his limited.English and my

non-existant French, we related our
stories to each other (it turned out
he was in more or less the same

boat as me), and started walking
the streets together. We ended up
on Kings Road (I think) and we
decided to ask the first person we
saw what we should do ... it was
well after 2 a.m.

The first person we saw happen-
ed to be an American girl our age,
named Carla. who had been living
in London for the past year. and
believe it or not. spoke fluent
French. We explained our situation
to her, and (without hesitation) she
promptly invited us to stay in her
flat. which she and her roommate
had just moved out of a few days
before (they were staying in her
boyfriend's flat at the time. and
planned to leave soon for Scandana-
via.) Their rent was paid for until
the end of the month, so she told
us we could stay there as long as we
wanted!"

"A train going from Florence to

^ome. We are zooming through the

/alleys, transfixed by the ruins of

castles amid the olive groves. The

sun is gleaming through the clouds

»n Tintoretto brilliance. There's two

of us. plus an Italian workman and

Vis wife. Lunchtime. Out of a

Dattered shopping bag. they pull a

seemingly endless Bacchanalian ar-

ray of food. Roast chicken, cheese.

apples, bread, and wine. wine. wine.

'We try not to gaze at it enviously.
They smile.

"Volete qualcosa da magiare?"

(Do you want something to eat?)

asks the wife. Oh. no. thank
you-ho, ho! They see through us.

Eat. eat! Magic words. Soon we're

ill stuffing our faces and drinking

wine together. We're old friends."

f a-t-t-il une joint became a very familiar question"

"Watch out for Italian truck drivers



"Once you take to the road, stick to it for a while and don't be

lisco-waged if you don't get lifts right away\-
l - . .No
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a phla by which you pay dv advnce
for 2000 kilometels of travel and
must, however, be purchaed in the
Weste Hemisphere.

There are disdages to trains,
of course. Scheduled may not favor
your particular iiny. You
might be . train-sick; some trains
always run crowdedn especially the
swift, sure and l y

ansEuropa Expreses (such as
the Orient Express of that guy, you

.remember.)
The disadvantages are for you to

consider. Consider also the British
rail offer, called Britrail Pass and
IBMail Youth Pass, for us. It is
similar to the ailpa and if you
"at the fi tes, the travel agency
across the tracks has a neat little
brochure for each. In addition.
something the travel agency doesn't
know - you can purchase B Uitail
drift coupons in New York at the
embassy. They're merely paper
money.

Having beat the iron horse to
death, let's move on to the second
most popular mode of travel and
for sure the most exclusively young
way to do it. We nowthumb our
noses at the noble art of

HITCHHIKING
Probably as old as the wheel,

hitchhiking, or autostop, as it is
commonly called in most of
Europe, is a fine cheap, reaxed
way of travel, so long as you dig it.
If you are afmaid of melting m a
rainstorm, don't. If you don'ttrst
men and are afraid of ting aed,
don't. If you have deadlines to
meet, don't. But, if you dig the
open air, like talking to people you
meet, aren't afraid of accepting a
free meal at a truck stop, by all
means, hitch. There is a grand
c o ntroversy which rages
periodically over the relative
difficulty of catching a lift in
various countgs.

It depends on who you talk to,.

- j
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otry till the last moment. If you
can't book a student flights British
European Airways is just one of
many comp which seciaize in.
continental travel.

BUSES
If you want to instict yourself

to a certain area and see the
coun ie at a eisely pace, you
might consider taking buses. Most
European countries have bus lines
that run ev-er--where. There is no
great coordinating agency though,
so you'd have to pretty much fake
it. The bus is prbbly best
appreciated though, when you want
to go to the beach at a small village,
but you are stay' at a large citv.

SUMMER ON THE SEA -
The last means-of mass Iransit to

consider (but certainly not the leat
attractive) is boats. Thre are some
places that can be reached only by
waIer. Included in this are
Los Islas Baleares, off the coast of
Spain, in the Mediterranean. Some
boats are big luxury craft, such as
the ferry between Puttgart,
Germany, and Rodby Faergo,
Denmark. Others aren't so swank.

There are also boats which take
you places which are acebe by
other means. A notable example is
the Rhine Steamer which takes you
down (or up, depending on your
point of view) this beautiful and
historic river. If you are lucky,
you'l have a sunny day and see the
glories of wine country with all its
attending cames, quaint- villages
-and,- `j course', excellent wines.
You- can start at either end,
Frankfort or Dusseldorf and make a
stop at any of the several ports of
call on the way.

MOTORCYCLING
If you don't like travelling with

company, there are several ways
you can easily go it alone. The most
romantic notion is motorcycling
through, on a spirited Bultaco or
Ducati. As with cars, you can either
buy or rent, but you'll most likely
buy. Some of the roads are a little
risky this way, but if you know
your limitations and appreciate the
dangers of difficult roads, this way
lies adventure and lots of open

. road.
For the motorcyclist frustrated

by his own fears, Europe has the
Continued on pagel a

anywpere, even Europe, although
it's cheaper than it is here.
Plan on at least $250 a month, not
couting gasoline. And gas is the

real problem. At the rates stated
already, you can w imagine the
skryrocketing of your cofts, even if
you split the bills with others. If
you can dig it, be our guests.

A better bet is buying a car
there, either to bring back to the
U.SA. or to resell. This requies
more capital, but is usually cheaper
in the long run, unless you drive the
car so ad that the resale value is
shot. The absolutely most
profitable (note we didn't say,
.least expensive) way of doing it is
to buy a car outfitted with the
American options, at the factory.
Drive it till you come back, then
-arrange to have it shipped (now it's
a used car) by boat. When the car
arrves in the U.SA. you still must

pay certain duties. But we know
people who have sold their three
month old VW bugs at an ac
profit of several hundred dollars
over their initial investment,
including gas.

Those are the economic facts of
cars in - Europe. Of course,
Europeans are notoriously bad
des, especially the metropolitan
ones -but so are the Americans.
Be careful.

AIR TRAVEL
If none of the aforementioned

turns you on, there is still hope for
you. Many people travel through
Europe without ever nearing a train
or car. For the high flying jet set,
planes are a great way to move
quickly from one city to another.
They -are expensive, but not quite
so hard on the pocket if booked
through the National Student
Association. This group publishes
each year a book which lists
reduced flights, solely for students,

;lde Europe. They suggest fhat
you book in advance, but it's been
done at the last moment too. But,
if you are on a limited budget, a
light from Athens to London can

put quite a hole in that budget.
Nonetheless, it is still the fastest
way to cover ground. If your return
flight leaves London, Thursday, and
you're in Frankfrot, Wednesday, a
plane will save you. It has worked
for many a lover who just had to

but there is really 'only one country
in wesBe Burope where it is
virually impossible to hitch. If
you've been eadg aefunlly, you
already know that wesre talking
about the golde plains of Easpana.
Forget it. Take the train, lie on the:
beach, play the guitar, but try to
hitch in Spain and they'll peel your
corpse off the road a few years
from now. Of course, there are
those who have succeeded, but,
they climbed Mount Everest, too.
You most likely will get stuck
some placefor a week or two trying
to get a lift. There just aren't
enough cars or roads in Spain to
maie hitching worth the effort.

For the rest of Europe, Sweden
has gotten bad press for years, but
reliable sources report that it's easy
to get long distance lifts there, as it
is in most northern countries.
Eedrywer, conditions vary wildly,
so don't look here for reassurance.
iR be a risk - but then, that's half
the fun of doing it. It's wise to
carry maps, though, and if you
don't want to shell out bread for
road maps there, get your maps
before you leave, here, where they
are fee.

Once you take to the road, stick
to it for a while and don't be
discouraged if you don't get lifts
right away. There is a definite way
to do it, and experience is the best
teacher. That's really enough said
about hitching, because it speaks
for itself. But there are other ways
of getting into a car, -so leti's try
CARS -RENTAL, PURCHASE

AND SALE THEREOF

Here we starm getting into sizable
chunks of money. Any way you
work it you must have some capital
to start out with if you plan to
drive, no matter how you get the
car (unless you ... ). The most
expensive way and, consequently,
what most Americas use is rental.
Renting a car is expensive

The folbwing; is a paria
listing of the many reduced-fare
student sumn *Ught plars.
They have verified for ther
authenticity, however
States5an makes no cla for
their refiatdity o schedules n
quoted fares.

SAB TRAVEL PLAN 4
round-trip flights to London or
Amsterdam
Fare: $167-$195
Deposit: $50 balance Om 30

days prior to departure
Refund Terms: Full refund less

$10 up till 30 days prior to
departure

Contact: Carol Dahir, SAB,
Polity Office, 3673

PELL MELL ASSOCIATES,
LTD.. Round-trip flights to
London
Fare:: $210-$245
Conwment: Other flights

available. One-way flights
"available. No need to decide
%your return date until a week
before return.

Contact: Sheila 744-1485

SUNY 0"TEVWATIONAL A R
TRAVEL PROGRAM 11
round-trip flights to Admsam.
London, or Madrid
Fe: $182-U249
Co0tact: Dr. Lawrence Deboor,

ESS 352, 3618

AMERiCAN YOUTH HOSTEL
FUCHTS 8 roundtrip ftlihts to
London or Amsterdam
Fwo: $210255

Dep : $50
Coent: Mu1t be a member of
American/ Youth Hostels -

Contact: Metropolitan New
Yort Council of AfWrican
Yguth Hostels. Inc. 535 West
End Avenue, New York, N. Y.

t 0024. (21 II 799-5810.

NATIONAL UNION OF
STUDENT'S TRAVEL.
SERVICE 35 round-trip flights
to London
Fare:$245
Deposit: $50
Refund Terms: Full refund less

$50 up till 30 days prior to
departure 4

Contact: Lou Mazel, 324B
Dreiser, 7469
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perfect out - a little machine called
many things, but most often tagged
the "Mo-ped". It stands no larger
than a bicycle, and weighs not
much more. Powered by a small
(very small) engine usually

mounted amidships, it can be
pushed to 25 or 30 miles per hour,
depending on the horsepower.
Mo-peds are cheap to run because
they use little gas and can be rented
most anywhere for a small fee.

BICYCLING
{. ;.Tten pof courset there. will -ahe- .,

those who frown on all motors as
evil and a corruption of the natural
way. For you we recommend the
bicycle, still going strong in most of
Europe. They are a lot cheaper in
Europe than they are here, so this
may be your opportunity to bring
home that fancy fifteen spied
Italian sprint you've been wanting.
For bicyclists, we recommend first
a short trip to visit American Youth
Hostels. They're your kind of
people.

If you read this far and still don't
see what you like, write us a letter,
or why not go hiking across the
continent. Nature really meant it to
be this way. While there are places
where hiking is suicidal or
masochistic, there are many areas
which are a joy to behold on foot.
The forests of southwestern
Germany, for example, are easy to
traverse on foot. Youth hostels dot
the area so closely that you can

hike from one to the next~easily in
a day. Camping -is available and
quite nice in many -areas, too. If
you are interested in hiking around
a particular part of Europe, give a
call to the national tourist bureau
of your particular countries of
interest and they'll most likely
provide you with maps which point
out camping areas and facilities.

Whichever way(s) you traVel,
remember that you don't have to
follow the advice of anyone. You
might just discover some new way
of doing it. But, whether you
follow the book or do it a new way,
enjoy yourself and forget about the
"hassles" of travelling. You'll see
that they don't mean anything if
you don't let things drag your head.

-A Caution on Drugs
Grass, or whatever your thing is, may be safe to do at Stony Brook,

but you should consider the consequences before planning to use any
drugs while in Europe. Too many people are ignorant of the harsh
European drug laws. Too many people- (including one poor soul I saw
busted at Kennedy Airport) think customs agents are dupes. And many
pay a terrible price for their ignorance.

Very few peope are aware that lighting up a joint while flying over
the Atlantic can bring serious consequences. Last -summer, on my
charter flight, three people suspiciously hid under a blanket, not
realizing the efficiency of DC-8 jet's cabin circulation systems. In a few
minutes, the captain came out of the cockpit and warned the trio that
he had the power of arrest under international law. He overlooked the
incident.

When you land, European customs agents usually do not check your
baggage carefully. However, that is no reason to feel confident about
using or buying drugs. Many foreigners (especially Americans) are lured
into buying drugs because of bargain prices. In Israel, Italy, Greece,
Spain, and Morraco, Americans are known to be easy marks. In those
countries, there is a good chance that the person selling you stuff is a
police informer. If you are caught you are in for terrible trouble.
Possession of one eighth of an ounce of grass in Spain will get you six
years and a day in one of its notorious prisons. The American Embassy
in most cases is powerless to help you. It can only offer you advisory
services and help you out with legal counsel. Even in the Netherlands,
which has a reputation as haven for everything, using drugs is not
completely safe. Although there6are several places in Amsterdam where
it is legal to smoke, getting caught on the streets might put you in a
Dutch jail.

After leaving Europe, too many naive people underestimate the
customs agents at Kennedy Airport. If your flight originated from Tel
Aviv, Athens, Rome. Madrid or Amsterdam, they will check you more
carefully. They are naturally suspicious of young people and can
analyze your demeanor instantly. If they have good reason to suspect
you they will be extremely thorough. After passing through the
immigration and health stations at the International Arrivals Building,
an officer upon looking at you will hand you a colored folder. The
folder is surrendered at customs. If that color is the "color of the day"
your baggage will be meticulously searched and you might be asked to
strip.

If you cannot be straight for a month or two don't go to Europe.
The risks are too great. I am not trying to scare anybody. I wrote this
article on the basis of what I learned from my own experience,
American Youth Hostels Inc., and the U.S. Customs Service.
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plans to condemn their property to make way
for the huge commuter parking lot, "we'd like
to keep it rural but what can you do? It's
urbanization."

"My father," she adds wistfully, "would roll
over in his grave to see what happened to his
farm. "

Surprisingly, the sharply drawn division in
values, political attitudes, and ways of life
between Stony Brook students and their
"neighbors" hasn't seriously disturbed the
suburbanites. Few complain about prevalent
drug use or other frowned-upon behavior. Most
r Sidentis of Acorn and Aspen Lanes, the two
closest streets to University property, rarely see
students wandering around their streets, and
d)n't get alarmIed when they do.

But t Lhose students etlter not stray onto the

backyard of Harold .1. larnes, whose home
overlojoks Dreiser o(4l1ege, particularly if they
are ivolved (I it .1)olitical denionstration or
anYUyJtfig I'esemlinllig ai viol it alt.

Atigered by noisy suidents who blast their

A t- 1- -h a 1 e 1 I., e14 gtIIW and disturb his

iann~ly' < :){l*, 1.l *, *1iahs b comie highly critical
fit I vItVh ityY admiinintrators wht) doni't clamp
do#.wn1 *«n1 .|^.p1} h (»- hiv4I "I *'| believe II discipline
whe i ,1 ,t', *-«.«|-< " le I.»vh lie Is |.Xso ada ai ntly

THE PEOPLE
NEXT

By RONNY HARTMAN
and NED STEELE

Behind Tabler Quad and its adjoining park
lots rise from the earth a series of clumps of dirt,
resembling a miniature mountain range or,
perhaps, an abandoned Stony Brook
construction site.

The sandy hills are not the work of an errant
bulldozer that never cleaned up, nore are they
the ingredients for the campus' next mud-flood.
They are, quite simply, a buffer zone, a DMZ of
sorts, that mark the borders of the Stony Brook
campus. For, surrounded on three sides of the
university is a tract of solid, authentic suburbia
that somehow has gotten sandwiched in between
Tabler Quad and the south campus area.

With Dreiser or Douglass Colleges virtually in
their back yards, dozens of families nightly
settle down for a cozy evening with Dean Martin
or The Partridge Family, while only a few yards
away Jimi Hendrix or the Jefferson Airplane
may be providing the backdrop for an equally
cozy time passing joints around a circle.

Years before Stony Brook was transported
from the educational blueprints of the State
University to the placid setting of the Three
Village area, children were growing up adjacent
to what is now the University in a neighborhood
that was highlighted by a full-scale farm where
Tabler now stands. In the early sixties
"progress" hit the community with devastating
impact. As the University changed in its design
from a science-oriented small college into a
major university center to educate 20,000

DOOlR
students, state officials found it necessary to
develop the campus to the limits of its physical
boundaries. And so, community residents awoke
one day to discover that the bulldozers had
mojved in to begin construction of a six-building
dormitory complex that stretched right up to
some of their property lines.

Negative public images resulting from campus
political turmoil and the University's oft-noted
*n(rcounters with local law enforcement agents
over the popularity of marijuana on the campus
didn't cool the misgivings and mistrust of the
suburb)anites, who were still sore at the
UJnivt-rsity administration for invading their
privacy and promising shrubbtery-d cked belts
surrournding th( camrrpus while- producing only
mnoutnds of dirt.

'T1w p (a o ni(fft , however, has soothed
sorr (f Oth hard fe(f lings, (or, Is rhaprs rmor<

.accurate-ly, -llosWe(d Stol,(ny B@roo(Ak's 114'XIA100i
nijghbo)rs to st4 ito IiJ ; ta, (stat ofoic
resolution 1to, Lho- sIljtualtion. 1e'#w are- pla nlling to
leave tecauseof (th O proximaiy of TaIlir. Said
o e ho( se-wif, f th Sa )t(. d .s whatiII, wa1 lts.

What is the-re to, do, abouti l. Aoither man
commnients, "'I hve I University i srpror). 'Sk r- I'd
like to see a (orest ot, then- InsAead of tl;l.

m(nstrosity, hut, wait .ran I d1 j-! 'I lT e I iv r.sity
is here to stay."

"It's h1appen1king )t t1he whle4 Island1," rmarks
Mrs. Alb-ert Siwcht, whose family wa, Involvvd11
in a hitter struiggle several years ago, over sAtale
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shotguns and if anyone comnes on my property, I won't hesitate

use them ."
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opposed to demonstrations that might involve
violence, and warns that he won't stand for
anybody caught up in the exuberance of such
situations and wandering onto his property. "If
anyone starts a riot, it's going to be me. I've got
three shotguns and I won't hesitate to use
them."

Barnes has been involved with various groups
aimed at promoting University-community
understanding, but has left them in disgust over
University administrators who are out of touch
and unable to deal with problems. "We should
be talking to the kids; we're not communicating
with the proper people." On occasion Barnes has
communicated with students. Two came to
speak to him about the Indochina war during
last May's campus strike, and they wound up
staying for four hours. "No minds were changed,
but at least we talked."

Bames' pet peeve is not the student body's
political views but, as with so many of his
neighbors, the noise they generate at odd hours
of the day and night. He has frequently called
University and Suffolk police in protest but they
haven't been able to do much, he says. "It's just
plain courtesy," he argues. "Why can't they take
it easy late at night? I get up early."

Indeed, loud stereos seem to have done more
damage to University-community relations than
political activity or drug arrests. When the music
from the campus interferes with the t.v. in the
living room, Stony Brook's neighbors reach the
limit of their tolerance. "I've been thinking

about moving ever since they broke out," says
Barnes, who has lived in his home for eight
years. "If they gave me a good offer I'd leave."

Up and down Acorn Lane housewives and
homeowners have harsh words for stereo
listeners who "inflict their tastes on us at
unbearable volumes,?' as one pointed out. Some
also complain about the proximity of the Tabler
parking lots to their homes. "All night we hear
the horns honking and the doors slamming"
sighs an exasperated woman behind Dreiser
College. "One night we were awoken at 2 or 3 in
the morning by kids shouting curses to each
other. "

"The only time the University bothers me,"
echoes John Weeks, a Brookhaven National
laboratories scientist who lectured at Stony
Brook one year, "is when the rock and roll gets
real loud. I don't like it."

The political activity on campus has not
affected the lives of the'residents of Acom Lane
adversely. When hundreds of students rampaged
md hurled rocks at police cars during a drug raid

in the middle of Tabler two years ago, most of
the residents didn't know what was happening
until they read about it in their newspapers the
next day.

Last May, at the height of strike activities, a
100 year old barn behind Tabler that had been
the center of one of the old farms, and was
converted into a University warehouse, was
burned -to the ground. Most local residents

blamed the fire on radical students, but
emphasized that they were pointing the finger,
as one woman said, at "just a small minority.
I'm sure nine-tenths of them are good kids and
wouldn't go along with that." Nevertheless, the
barn was a nostalgic landmark - a symbol of the
pre-University Stony Brook of earlier days, and
its destruction saddened the entire community.

To many of those on Acorn Lane, it is a verv
real fear that someday the University might
decide to expand some more and condemn their
property. Although they have received
assurances that their plots of land are safe from
the University's bulldozers, the fear still remains
in the back of their minds. The reaction of one
man was typical: "Yes, I know they could do it,
but we'll worry about it when it happens."
Many of the residents have lived here for as long
as twenty years. At that time, their main
concern was keeping cows that occasionally
strayed off the nearby farmlands out of their
backyards. Now they worry about stray students
that wander into their backyards. Tomorrow,
they fear they might find a new graduate science
building where their rose gardens are.

Much of the animosity of Stony Brook's
neighbors is directed at the University's
administration rather than its students.
Residents on Acorn Lane, many of whose
backyards directly border Tabler Quad,
complained of the lack of border landscaping.

Continued on Page 1 7
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One woman clued, "Toll himself told us enter the campus from Nicolls Road now takes

the shorter Stony Brook Road access passing by
Stony Brook Sociology Professor 0. Andrew

-
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One woman claimed, "Toll himself told us
personally that $660,000 of landscaping would

be done behind our homes but all they did was

put up a few bushes." Another homeowner
sitting in her spacious living room with a picture
window looking directly into Dreiser College,
told of a fence that she had had built at her own
expense, "because the University wanted to put
up a chain link one. Now they don't even
maintain their side of the fence."

Stony Brook's style of architecture disturbs

many people. A Commack school administrator
accused the University of disregarding Ward
Melville's ideas for colonial-type buildings and
instead "putting up all those atrocities. They

expanded too quickly and made a monstrosity."

Mr. Lawrence Wolff's 8-year-old daughter has

a pink bedroom; or at least it becomes pink after

dusk when the powerful pink floodlights come

on over P-lot south which is opposite the Wolff

home on Stony Brook Road. Wolff, along with

other owners of homes on that heavily travelled

road expressed dismay at the lights and the

increased traffic since the South Campus Road

was built last summer. Recently the University

has been shutting off nearly all the lights,

though. A good deal of the traffic that used to

enter the campus from Nicolls, Road now takes
the shorter Stony Brook Road access passing by
the houses of these residents, many of whom
bought their homes to escape urban
environments of elsewhere. One notable
exception is Mr. and Mrs. Bruno Bottazzi,
teachers in Stony Brook's Music Department. "I
love the lights," said the bubbling Mrs. Bottazzi,
as she took time out from her piano teaching.
"I've always lived in cities and out here, I really

missed the urban feeling, but the lights and the

traffic bring it back." The Bottazzi home also

overlooks P-lot South.

Attorney Sanford Schwartz recently made an
addition to his Stony Brook Road home - a for
sale sign. "The traffic is one of the reasons we're
moving," condeed Mrs. Schwartz. The
Schwartz home is directly opposite the South
Campus Road's turn off on Stony Brook Road.
"They have an ecology thing at that college.,'
Mrs. Schwartz went on, "but they go and mow
down all those trees. It's senseless."

Most of the residents resent what they

considered to by a lack of concern for them on

the part of the University. They are rarely if evei

consulted on parking lots that are to be placed

several feet from their backyard chaise lounges

or, in one case, a sump that is ten feet from a

home. The owner of that Aspen Lane home.
Stony Brook Sociology Professor 0. Andrew
Collver said, "If this were a town facility it

would have to be set further back. They gel

away with too much."

Stony Brook probably finds the most favoi
from the younger generation of its neighboring
community. High school-age youngsters often

attend University functions, use the gymnasium
facilities, or, simply, hang out in the Union

Younger children are often warned by their

parents toltay away from University grounds,
but one bright eyed girl, playing "waterfall "with
a companion after a rainstorm amidst the sand
mountains that serve as a bus fer zone between
suburbia and Stony Brook, happily told of walks
through the woods on weekends with her father.
"It's just like a city - it's nice to walk all around
the place. And it's a great place just to come and
play. I like to play with mud, and there's so
much here!" 4

"nOTO Dy KoDert ». onen

^ Loud stereos seems to have done ore dama e to universit y

community relations than political activity or drug arrests."
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board refuses to make any zoning provisions for
the construction of low-cost and low-rental
housing, refuses to set up a housing authority,
and contemplates regulations prohibiting the
rental of houses to unrelated persons.

Although the Supreme Court recently found
constitutional the law extending voting rights to
those between the ages of 18 and 21, it did so
only for federal elections and party primaries to
select candidates for federal elections.

Many of the aggrevations of student life,
however, are created at the state and local level.
Only Tuesday, the Congress had taken final
action on a constitutional amendment to lower
the voting age to 18 for all elections in the
nation, and already five states have ratified the
proposal. But final approval is not expected in
time for the 1971 local elections.

Young people have been given a new tool, by
the 18-year-old vote, for the petitioning of their
grievances, and they should organize to take full
advantage of it. This entails, first and foremost,
that those between the ages of 18 and 21
register to vote.

Dan Power, a student at C.W. Post College in
Nassau County, was in charge of a week-long
voter registration at the school, which netted

498 new voters. The drive was aided by the
Nassau County Board of Elections, who
provided a mobile registration unit to the
campus for the drive. Hofstra, in a similar effort,
registered 539.

According to a spokesman for the Nassau
County Board of Elections, nearly 10,000
persons under 21 have registered for the 1972
federal elections since January 1. County
officials have maintained a separate system of
records for those under 21, since at this time
they can only vote in federal elections.

No figures have been made available for Stony
Brook students who have registered in Suffolk.
While Nassau County provided a mobile unit for
students to register for their local election
boards, the Suffolk Election Board maintains
that students would have to write and get
absentee registration forms, or appear personally
at their home boards.

Stony Brook students spend approximately
eight months out of every year on campus.
Although technically their parents' home in
most instances may be their legal residence, their
school address is their actual residence. In order
to have any control over the governmental
structure that they live with for most of their

By ROBERT F. COHEN
and ROBERT WEISENFELD

New York City, boasting a population of over
eight million and a total voting registration of
three million, is in trouble. What are the reasons
for not having the entire population of 5.5
million registered, and for having areas which are
less than 35% registered?

In the summer of 1968, city government
mounted a unique special voter registration
dirve, aimed at those areas where the registration
was below 35%. It turned out that these areas
contained mostly Puerto Rican or Black citizens.

Suffolk County faces a similar problem;
among its population are thousands of
dissatisfied people, many of whom are also
disenfranchised. The three major groups within
this category are the Blacks, the migrant
workers, and people under 21 years of age.

Disenfranchisement can make intolerable the
lives of those it affects. On a national level,
disenfranchisement has left young people faced
with the prospect of fighting in a war that they
don't want to fight, with no power to change
their nation's foreign policy.

At Stony Brook, it leaves students with ho
recourse to living on campus when the town

Suffolk County:~~~~~~~~Voting

All Power to Some of the People
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four (or five) years here, Stony Brook students
should consider registering and voting in Suffolk
County.

Although a student's vote might be isolated
jnd insignificant at home, the power of his vote
could be multiplied a hundred-fold when voting
in concert with fellow students. It is likely that a
voting coalition, similar in intent to the Stony
Brook Housing Coalition, would emerge after a
mass of students registered to vote in this
county.

If the proposed U.S. constitutional
amendment is ratified by 38 states, a student
bloc could influence the conduct of government
in the Town of Brookhaven and in the county
legislature. If the youth vote is not extended to
state and local elections, a student voting bloc
could still influence party politics. Under the
present law, young voters can vote in all federal
elections and primaries for federal elections.

If, for instance, a large number of students
registered as Democrats, they could determine
the outcome of an election to seat a delegate to
the Democratic National Convention. The effect
of a student voting bloc in Suffolk County
would probably be trivial in elections for
congressmen, considering the heavily Republican
constituency of the county. It is well known,
however, that party primaries are determined by
efforts of the election district captains in getting
out the vote (election districts are the smallest
political units in the state, comprised of maybe
the equivalent of four city blocks), and depend
on a small voter turnout. A student voting bloc
could have its greatest effect here.

It can be assumed that most Stony Brook
students have liberal leanings, and more would
probably register as Democrats than as
Republicans. Since there are fewer Democrats
than Republicans in the county, the effect of a
student primary vote would be multiplied.

Election Law, which, by way of Section 151
states that: "For the purpose of registering and
voting, no person shall be deemed to have gained
or lost a residence by reason of his presence or
absence while ... a student of any seminary of
learning." This legally means that students must
register at their home boards, those in the
districts where their parents are assumed to live.

Some students have tried to register from
their Stony Brook campus address and have
succeeded without any problem. Others, such as
Warren Wade and Mitch Dinnerstein, both
students here, have found it impossible. They
regard the law as "a legal ambiguity" and feel
that it is "an arbitrary infringement upon the
rights of college students." "Participation in
politics," they state, "means more than just
voting. It means having the opportunity to take
and active part in local politics ... [which]
activities would be impossible for any student
forced to register and vote in absentee."

The law was interpreted for the county by
Don Ritaliatta, a lawyer in the County
Attorney's office, who was unavailable for
comment. There have been indications that the
section of the law has met with conflicting
opinions throughout the various counties in the
state, and has not been able to be settled. A
spokesman tor the Nassau County Board of
Elections says that the State Attorney General's
office "hasn't given the board enough
instructions as to the interpretation [of the
clause]. It was the same," he commented, "with
the literacy tests . . . the courts said the literacy
test was unconstitutional," but apparently no
directive was handed down from the Attoniey
General's office. Lawyers in that office are now
looking into mitigating factors that would
permit some people to register and vote
regardless of Section 151.

Apparently, the key factor hinges on whethei
a- student will stay in Suffolk County after he
graduates, and will continue to vote and play an
active role in the affairs of the community. But
the Board of Elections has never requested from
students an affidavit of intent, and the legality
of such a form would be highly questionable.

Assemblyman Peter Biondo has introduced a
bill to clarify and set standards and guidelines

for determining residency requirements. A
companion bill in the Senate is authored by
Senator Callandria. Biondo expressed fear that "a
bunch of students [might] take over a town,"
but said that the basic goal was to assure that
voting rights would not be lost in the confusion
of the existing law. The measure is in the
hopper, and has not yet come up for a vote. But
Biondo sees the bill passing by a wide margin,
and claims that a great many legislators support
the bill.

Students in Alabama are using a different
tactic to assure their vote from campus
addresses. They have filed suit in Federal court
to permit them to do this. The American Civil
Liberties Union says they will file suit within a
month in New York to guarantee campus
registration. If such an action is upheld, our
state legislators would probably be more
responsive to the campus community, and
would most likely hesitate to condemn students
and their methods of communications and lic'e
styles. They would not want to lose a sizable
number of potential support -rs.

Students and the Community
Suffolk County is composed of

middle-to-upper class voters, many of whom
moved away from New York City to escape the
hustle-bustle of that great "metropolitan
wasteland" to a type of freedom before
unknown. They bought houses, grew lawns,
built swimming pools and raised children, and
expected everything to be just so, foreseeing no
problems. Then SUSB was built, which residents
might see as a threat - a threat to their property
values, to their ideals, and their sense of
security. Undoubtedly, they would oppose any
effort by students to form a voting bloc within
one unit.

Vietnam is one issue which concerns young
voters. Since 1964, the people whom the war
affects the most have not had the means to say
"no" first-hand. Whether or not the
constitutional amendment is ratified, young
people will still have the opportunity to raise
their voices. Will the 18-year-old stop the war?
Undoubtedly not, but, as Richard Nixon said in
his inaugural address, " . . . their words will be
heard, as well as their voices."

Campus Off Limits
While we have briefly considered the

implications of a student voting bloc, we have,
as yet failed to mention the roadblocks to this
practice.

Namely, the New York State Consolidated

...... ....
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